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Holland City
vol. VL— NO.

HOLLAND,

5.

A IK ENOS, D. K., Drug Store. Fine Druet*. ModIciuee.Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Perfumeries. Eighth street.

M

(Hie ^oUantl (City ^cu’5.
A

\7'AN PITTKN, Wm., Dealer

in Drugs. Medlclues. Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
\\\ Van Den Beiio's Family Medicines; River St.

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER,

V

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

EM

•

CIII,

EMI

•

OFFICE: VAN LANDEOLND'S BLOCK.

;

TOHLIN &BRBYMAN, Watchmakers. Jewelers,
and dealers iu Fancy Goods ; Kenyon's Block
River Street.

(Out |Uarhct$.

a

See advertisement.

Produce, Etc.

®
&

Apples, $ bushel ................ t 25
Furtltura.
Beans, V bushel ...................1 20
0. J.
Editor and Publisher.
A f EVER U..&CO., Dealersin all kiudsofFur- Butter. |JIb ....................
Clover
seed, 19 bushel .............
T32M3 OF 3UB3C2IPTI0U 12.00 peryear it ahaace. ;V1 niture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Ouflins,
Eggs. ^ dozen ...................
Picture Frames, etc.; River street.
Honey, lb .......................
JOB PBINTINU mOMPTLT AND SEATI.V DUNK.
8
IA EID8EMA J. M.. A SON, General Dealers iu Hay, V I011 ......................
Furniture & Cofllns; Eighth street. See ad- Onions, V bushel ................
Potatoes, V bushel
vertisement.
Timothy Heed, V bushel ........... (A
One munare of tcu IlneH, ^nonpnroil,) 75 centB
Wool, ^ lb ......................
0ro:erlsi.
for lirst insertion, and 25 centB for eacli BuhBe^uent itiBertlou for any period under three
Wood, Staves, Etc,

E0E3BUR5,

^
(A

nonlliB.
6 M.

1 T.

5 00
8 00
111 00
17 Cl)
17 00 25 IK)
25 IK) 40 00

8 00
10 00
17 O0
25 01
40 00
00

3 M.
3 50
.................. 5 (Cl
K 00
14 Column ................. 1 00

”

2

1

.*

Yearly advertlHcrs have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three

annum.

lines. $2.00 per

Notices of Births. Marriages,and Deaths published without charge.
An X before the Subscriber’s name will denote
tttc expiration of the Subscription.Two XX signify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
(

ff" All advertising bills collectable quarterly

F

1

VAN

V

(i
11
11

»•

*•

11

New

4

«*

“

Buffalo

Holland.

4

4 4

12.00 p. m.
44

m.
14

it

*«

0.35 p. m.

a. in.

m.
4.10 “ “

11.10 a. m.
0.30 p “

| 11.20 a. m.
12.15 p. m.
9.45 " “

•5.10 a. m.
3.10 p. m.
4.00 “ “

f

Their anvils rang out a constant ding-dong.

a business practically; but they

have

read glowing accounts of the profits iu

*20

.................

i,KI{ VEEN. E., Dealer iu General Hardware; cor. Eighth and River street.

Middling. 19 100 lb
1 25
Flour, V 100 Ih .................... 8 87)4
Pearl Barley, 19 100 lb ..............3 00
4 oo

©

Tom Forge moves

Nbw

Dally except Monday,
t Mixed trains.
i Dally except Sunday and Monday.
IfT Leave Holland for Gr. Rapids 1.15 a. m.
Sundays only.
All other trains dally excotH Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
lime, which Is 20 minutes later thau Columbus
time.
—
-4«»- -------

-

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern R. R.

to

.

my shop, and

Brunswick, N.

J..

Feb.

2fi,

I

moves to hli.
J. W. N.

5 © B
« © 7
11 ©12

Lard ..................................
Meat ...........................
12 ©13
Ham ............................
9 ©10
Shoulders ....... ............. 8
P. Zalbman, Proprietor. Tallow, per lb .......................... 7 © 8
First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to and Turkeys.
...........................
1» @12
frem the Trains. Eighth street.
Chickens, dressed per lb ................ 8 @10

Smoked

Qoteli.

•*

“

ETNA HOUSE.
l\

©9

.

“

The White House WhitewashA correspondentwishes the receipt giv-

en some years since

^lircial Notice5.

hotel throughout.

for the whitewash

used on the enst end of the White House.

For her benefit and the benefit of others,
it is

rHTY HOTEL. J. W. Mjndehuoct, Proprietor.
\j Built in 1H73; Furnished inelegantstyle, and

repented. Take one-halfbushel of

nice unslncked lime, slack it with boiling
water; cover

it

during the process

reveal important discoveries in the art of

demand for their
books. Such works are made to eeU; and
no matter from what source they come,
they arc deceptive. All persons who confruit-growing, to create a

1877.

Moats, Etc.

MELIS, Dealeis in
Hard-ware, Tiu-waro and Farming Imple- Beef, dressed per lb ...................
Pork, ** **
ments; Eighth street.

a first-class

p.

such

testy and rich— in fact, an old codger;

and by fruit-growing.Those men,
kuow nothing about

iu nine cases iu ten,

1&

44

&

Chicago.

11
11

i

3.10 p.

Muskegon, Pentwaler
ifc Big Rapids. * 5.40

“

Arrtr< al

*5.15 ft. m.
t

Rogers,

Who was

way,

0

V

Sunday, December 10, 1870.

Grand Rapids.

town.
But between them there lived gouty old Johotv

1

VAN LANDEGENI) A

Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore R. R.

Train*.

h*

Fanning and Fruit-growing.

Tierce,

VAN

Leave
Holland.

Gt

2G5.

A correspondentsends us the following “ Many men out of employment, as menncient version of Hit: story of the Two chanics, clerks, and others, with a few
Rlncksmiths, printed in tltL1 Obtcner of hundred dollars,are thinking of buying a
February 8:
small farm and trying their chance of
Tom Forgo and Sam Sledge, two smiths of renown.
Had their shops near togetherin the heart ot the making a living by farming in a small

••••

e !"
8 50

NO.

“
“

V

Effect,

WHOLE

17, 1877.

raising strawberries,raspberries,blackBoth early and late, with whistle and song.
Old Roger loved ease and to lie abed late.
berries, grapes, &c., from men who had an
81
IV
70 So, on the two smiths, he poured out his hate:
axe to grind, as inducing settlers to locate
For when, in the morning'', he tried his last nap,
in certain localities, or the creating of u
Each smith was sure to give his anvil a tap;
market for vines and plants. When a
T/LIKTSTRA,A., Groceriesand Supplies; a Cordwood, maple, dry ....................$ j! D0 No rest could he get. try hard as he might,
For the clatterwas constaut, all day and all night. statement is published in regard to the
ready market for country produce; a choice
stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market at.
beach, dry ................. 2 50 Till at last, in his wrath, he vowed by old Jove,
profits on small fruits, it is generally a
*• green ................2 25 I'll give to each smith fifty dollars to move;
case in which the writer is desirous of aprpE VAARWEKK, G. J.. Family Supply Store: Hemlock Bark ..................... (&5 25
a choice stock of groceries always on hand. Htnvei, pork, white oak, ............. (K-'d 00 The smiths, w ith a wink and a nndge— wide nwakc-pearing in print as remarkably successful;
Blacksmithshop iu rear of Store; Eighth street. Staves,
Suy to old Johnty Roger, your offer we’ll take.
I* 0"
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... © 3 50 So. to finish the bargain, and to make full amends, and he suppresses many important fads,
Oeneral Eoalcri.
Heading bolts, hardwood .........
3 75
He says, come and take dinner,and let us part while ho exaggerates in other respects;
Stave bolts, softwood ....................... 2 i5
I \ CURS EM A J. A CO., Dealer? in Dry Goods, Stave bolts, hardwood ....................8 Mi
friends;
and thus the inexperienced reader is de1/ Groceries, Crockery,Glassware,Hale, Cups, Railroad ties, ...............................
Ft The smiths both accepted,and the money paid
ceived. In not a few cases, books have
Clothing and Feed ; River street.
Grain, Feed, Etc.
down,
rpK HOLLER. D., Retail Dealer in Dry Goods,
While the news of the bargain flew o’er the w hole been published, claiming that ou live to
[Corrected by the " Hugger Millt.)
Groceries, etc.; Notary Public and convey- Wheat, white ¥ bushel .......... (it $ 1 40
ten acres a man cun support his family,
town.
ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street. Corn, shelled W bushel ............ 45
Says old Roger, I hope the changes may prove
and lay up money for use in his old age.
Oats, ^ bushel ..................... 32
PUTTEN G., General Dealers, in Dry Buckwheat, V bushel ............. 90 All that both of you wish,— hut, pray, where do The writers of all such works, during the
Goods. Groceries. Crockery.Hats and Caps, Bran, 19 ton .......................
18 (m
you move!
Feed. V ton..... ..................
22 00
FPiur, Provisions, etc.; JRivcr st.
last 20 years, have misled the public by
*• fcnooib .....................125 Then up spake Sam Sledge,with a grin on his
their one-sided statements, pretending to
phiz:
SariTire.
Bariev. *M00 lb ....................
110

2Juil iloatU.

Taken

30

U
00
C
...............
,

TERMS of ADVERTISING:

ews.

N:

THE TWO BLACKSMITHS.

WjRchti itl Ja*»lry.

WALSH KB E R, DruggistA Pharmacist full
VV stock of goods appertainingto the business
II

MARCH

MIC1L, SATURDAY,

*~

to

keep

template going into the fruit-growingbusiness,

should proceed with their eyes wide

open.*'

[The above spicy remarks
the

N.

wo

Y. Observer,and publish

the benefit of those

who

found in

them

are similarly

for
af-

DHOENIX HOTEL. J. McV|c»r Proprietor:

flicted in this part ot the country.— Ed.]
in the steam. Strain the liquor through a
I. 0- Of 0- Fnor.LANnClty Lodge. No 192. IndependentOrder fine sieve or strainer,and add to it a peck
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
The New Process of Annealing Glassof salt, previously well disolvod in warm
Livery tad Gale Stable*.
Fellows' Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week.
water; three pounds of ground rice, boiled
I)OONK A ALBERTI, Livery and Sale Stable. Visiting brothersarecordiallv invited.
A number of prominent citizens of New
1) Office and barn on Market street.Everything
to a thin pftste; one-half pound of powJ. Krambr, N. G.
York
and Brooklyn were invited recently
first-class.
N. W. Bacon. R. 8.
dered Spanish whiting, ftnd one pound of
-*•*to visit the Lu Bustle Glass Works of
XTIBBELINK, J. II., Livery and Sale Stable;
clean glue, which has been previously disF. & A. M.
South Brooklyn, to witness the manufacOfficeof Daily Stage Line to Sangatnck, 9th
A
Rbottlar
Communication
of
Unity
Loimjk,
solved by soaking it well, and then hang
street, near Market.
ture of glassware uuder a new process,
No. 191. K. & A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall.
Holland. Mich., on Wednesday evening, March it over a slow fire in a small kettle within
Wagcnaaken and Black* ait hi.
patented by M. do la Bastieof Paris in
28, at 7 o’clock, sharp.
a larger one filled with water. Add five
J.S. Husks, W. M.
1875. This process differs from the manI'vIJKEM A A BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith
gallons of hot water to the mixture, stir it
L/ Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repair- J. O. DOESBUBU,Sec'y.
ufacture of other glassware in the coming done. River Street.
well, and let it stand a few days covered
ponent parts of material used. After the
from dust. It xlomld l>e put on hot, and for
VLIEMAN. J.. Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
ware has passed from the workmen's
The question has been for along time
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
this purpose It cau be kept in a kettle on a
pon*. Cash paid for Furs.
what will you do with dead animals. The
hands it undergoes an annealing process
undersigned whose place of business is nenr portable furnace. It is said that about a
by being thrown into a bath of tallow.
Merchant Tailor*
Metz’s Tannery, will hold himself inread- pint of this mixture will cover a square
The visitors were conducted through the
TAOSMAN. J. w.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer inesss to remove all dead animals at his yard upon the outside of a house, if propworks and the process of manufacture was
I) in ready made clothing and Gents’ Furnish- own expense, by simply notifying him
erly applied. Fine or coarse brushes may
ing Goods.
thereof.
explained.They were then conducted
be used according to the neatness of the
Hen hard Wick.
VORST, W.. Merchant Tailor. Cloth purchnsinto the storeroom, where lamp chimneys,
Holland, Aug. 28,
29-ly
cd elsewhere, will he cut to order. Renulring
job required. It answers as well as oil
tumblers, plates,globes, &c., were subject--«««»
----promptly attended to. River street.
paint for wood, brick, or stone, and is
ed to a test by throwing them carelessly
Historical Fact.— Every agent
Meat Market
cheaper. It retains its brilliancy for many
who has been steadily selling the Improved
around the floor, driving nails into the
TAUTKAU W\, New Meat Market, near corner $20 Homestead Sewing Machine for three years. There is nothing of the kind that hoards with a lamp chimney, aud pitching
15 Eighth ami Fish Street. All kinds of sau- years, owns his dwelling house, has a good will compare with it, either for inside or
sages constantly on hand.
account in bunk, is clear of debt, and has outside walls. Buildings or fences cov- the plates 15 or 20 feet on a hard floor.
One small plate was thrown into the air
l/’UITK. J.. Deulerlnall kinds of meats and money at interest,— the natural conseered with it will take a much longer time
IV vegetables;Meat Market on 8th street.
quence of securing a good agency for suabout 25 feet and allowed to fall upon a
perior goods at the lowest prices. A good to burn than if they were painted with oil

1

opposite theC. A M. L. 8. R. R. Depot; good
accommodation; building and furuitnre new.

-

--

Dead Animals.

F

Taken Effect,Sunday, Nor. 21,
FROM GR’ND

RAPIDS

P. M.
4 15
4 32
5 45

6 1!
6 19
35
6 50
fl

P. M.

8 30
A.*.
C.<>!

A M.

A. X.
7 30
7 44
8 20
9 41
9 19
9 85
9 .50
A. M.
11 30
P.M.
fi :W
P.M.
5

2 40
A. M.
7 05
P. M

00

P. M.
9 30
A.M.
4 05

115

TO GR'XD RAPIDS.

STATIONS.

ExprcoB. Mail.

’Grand Rapid?.
Grandville.

Allegan.
Olaego.
Plain well

Cooper.
Kalamazoo.
White Pigeon.
Chicago.
Toledo.
Cleveland.
Buffalo.

187.").

Express. Mail.
A.
10
9
8

M.
10
55
45
8 16
8 07
7 35
7 35
A.M.
5 50
P.M.
10 40
P.M.
11 55
P.M.
7 40
P.M.
12 10

P. M.
7 10
6 55
5 45
5 18
5 10
4 45
4 40
P.M.
3 05
A.M.
S 50
A.M.
8 30

A.M
40
P.M.
7 65
3

1876.

V

An

i

.

brick floor, without breaking. Lamp

TTAN DERHAAR.

II., Dealer In Fresh, Salt. tirst-class Sewing Machine, most useful— paint. Coloring matter may be put in
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables: paper reliable at all times, easy to understand
chimneys were placed on lamps and heatand made of any shade desired. Spanish
and twine; 8th street.
and control, the same size and does the
ed, and cold water was sprinkled upon

V

Mich. Lake Shore Rail Road.
Taken

Effect,

Manufactcrisi,Mill*, Chop*, Etc.

Momlay, May 29, 1876.

T'vKMINO, W.

II.. Manufacturerof

Plows. By

same work as any machines that sell at brown will make reddish pink when them, but
four time* the price. There is no machine stirred in, more or less deep according to

these severe tests did not affect

the ware in the least. The works

employ

any price better,or that will do liner or the quantity. A delicate tinge of this is
more
work, and certainly none so low in very pretty for Inside walls. Finely pul- about 150 persons, mostly boys and girls.
STATIONS.
price
bv
many dollars. The “ Homestead”
a.
m.
p. m.
p. tn. p. m.
verised common clay, well mixed with
8 00
2 no
Muskegon
8 20 12 15
is widely known and used in thousandsof
Tile Central Pacific Railroad Company
H 5)
2 30
Ferrvsburg
7rj|5 11 45
Spanish brown, makes a reddish stone
families
in
the
Eastern
and
Middle
States,
IJEALD, R.K., Manufacturer of and Dealcrin
9 00
2 40
Grand Haven
7 40 11 40
have arranged to have 40,000 eucalyptus
I I Agricultural Implements; commission agent
and daily becoming popular in the West. color; yellow ochre stirred in makes yel9 50
Pigeon
3 13
11 11
f. 50
for Mowinu Machines- cor. 10th «fc River street.
trees set out along 500 miles of the right
3 55 11 15
Holland
It will save its cost several times over in
5 45 10 85
low wash, but chrome goes further, and
4 12 11 45
Fillmore
5 17 10 15
one season, doing the work of the family,
of way of the company. It should not be
1 15
5 00
4 0)
9 25
Allegan
TRAVELS. VAN PUTTEN A CO.. Proprietors or will earn four or five dollars a day for makes a color generally esteemed prettier.
understood that that is the whole number
of Ptugfjer Mil*: (Steam Saw and Flonr
any man or woman who sews for a living. It is difficult to make rules, because tastes
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
of trees to be set out. It is but the first
It is the strongest machine made, is ready are different; it would be best to try expegussincjsjsgivcctovtj.
TTERBEEK, H. W..& CO. Proprietorsof the at all times to do its work, makes the
instalment,and is for commencingthe
riments on a shingle and let it dry.
ruucu,*
.a...UK
Phoenix IPlaning
Mill. All kinds of buildstrongest and finest stitch yet invented,
work. The object of this plan is to note
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
and is fully acknowledged as the Standard Green must not be mixed with lime; it what effect the planting of these trees will
Attorney*.
Rotary Public*
Family Sewing Machine. Price, complete destroys the color, ami the color has an
I TOWARD, M. D„ Claim Agent, Attorney and
for domestic use, $20, delivered at your effect on the whitewash which makes it have upon the climate. It is the theory
POST,
HENKY
I>.,
Real
Estate
and
Insurance
II Notary Public; River street.
that large numbers of them will increase
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Col- door, no matter how remote you may re- crack and peel. — N. Y. Tribune,
side. Businesspermanent and honorable,
0 HEKBURNK, S. W., Blendon,Mich., Attorney lections made In Holland and vicinity.
the humidity of the atmosphere and lessen
at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
with more certain and rapid sales, and
Manufactura
of Butter is Europe.
the liability to droughts. The denuding
given to foreclosure of Mortgagesand collections. Y17AL8H, II., Notary Public. Conveyancer,
larger profits titan any other. ExtraordiOffice In the Village of Zeeland at the Store of A.
V
and Insurance Agent. Office, City Drug
of
hills of their timber and the clearing
nary liberal offers made to local or travelThe promoters of associations for the
Bolks A Bros.
Store, 8th street.
away
of forests has a direct effect upon
ing agents where we have none estabimprovementof dairy farming have not
rpjJN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
Phyilclani
lished; or, if there Is no agent nenr you,
climate,
as is well established, and the
Agent. Officeiu Kenyou’a block, 2nd floor,
send your order direct to the factory. Ad- stirred a moment too soon, for, if we may
River street.
A NNIS. T. E.. Physician;ronidcncc, opposite
Intention now ij to see how far artificial
dress John H. Kendall & Co., 421 Broad- believe the Farmer, the whole trade in
S. W. cor. Public Square.
means will he effective in restoringthe
Baksrit*.
way, New York.
butter may not improbably be superseded,
IJEST. R- B. A McK.. Surgeons and PhyMcians.
balance believed to have been lost by the
DESSINK.O. J. A. Proprletror of City Bakery; 15 Office at their residence, Overysel, Mich. Dr.
not as we have hitherto feared, by comConfectionaryand cigars;Refreshments in McK. Be?t will go to East Saugatuck every other
The celebratedAshton Balt-the only petition with adulteratedgoods, but by clearing out of our forests as well as the
•ils line served on call ; Eighth street.
day for the next year, to keep hlmbolf in readiness kind fit for Butter, can be had at
scattered groups of valley trees. In this
for professional calls.
abandonmentin favor of a cheaper and
P. & A. STEKETEE.
Baaklag and Exchange.
connection it is to be noted that the Diequally palatable article. So far has this
T EDEBOER. B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office
rectory of the Good Templars’ Homo for
\T KNYON, NATHAN, Banking ami Collecting. 1j corner Eleventh and River atrcct apposite
its Results. change— we can hardly now call it an
IV Draf,? bought ami sold; cor. Eighth aud public square.
orphans at Vallejo has now in progress
River streets.
There is no Medicine that has accom- evi]-.progressed,that at Liesing, near
ORRIS, 8. L, Physicianaud Surgeon. Office,
the work of setting out three thousand of
Jfl over E. Usuolu’s Boot and Shoe Btore, plished so much as Shiloh't Consumption Vienna, a daily supply of artificial butter
Book* and StationeryCure. It has establishedtiie fact that is turned out from one factory alone, equal the eucalyptus globulus upon the grounds
Eighth street.
TT'ANTERS,L. T. Dealer in Books, StationConsumption can be cured, while for
of the home, which will make quite a forIV cry, Cigars, Notions and Toys, opposite 1GHOUTEN, R. A. City Pnystclan. Office at D. Asthma, Bronchitis,Croup, Hoarseness, to the amouut of real butter that could be
est when the trees shall be fairly grown.
City Drug Store, Eighth street.
J R. Mecngs’ Drug Store, 8th Street.
Whooping Cough, and all Lung diseases obtained from the milk of 30,000 cows.
It is established that such experiments
Boots and Shot*.
it has no equal. No Medicine was ever Both the process and the produce have
Ph:‘.3j?»pher.
have been highly successful, notably that
sold on such favorable terms. If it was
been carefully examined ;by Dr. Th. von
TTEROLD, E., Manufacturer of and dealer in TJ 1GGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer.Galunreliable
it would be the greatest folly to
of the English Government at the Cape of
ll Boots and Shoes, Leather. Findings, etc.; XX lory oppositethis office.
guaranteeit It cosU nothing to try it as Gohren, who declares that any one who Good Hope, and of the local government
Eighth street.
Ssddlin.
it can be returned if it does not give satiswill take the trouble to witness the manDenttit.
of n region in Belgium.— Aura wnto Rec\7AUPELL, U., Manufacturer of and dealer in faction after using two-thirds of a bottle. u fact u re, and to taste the “artificialbut/ n EK D. M. Dental Surgeon; residenceand ofHarness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips; Call at our stores and get a sample bottle ter,” can no longer reasonably entertain ord Union.
\T flee on Eighth Street, opposite Bakker A Eighth street.
for 10c or a regular size for 50 cents or $1.
Van Raalte. '
If your Lungs are sore or Chest or Back any prejudice against its use ns food. We
Gymnasiums ire being provided at all
Bivtag Kaehifiit.
lame use Shiloh’s Bcllabonna Plaster could, however, wish that the inventive- the large barracks in Great Britain. That
Drug* and kidielnei.
X[ ANTER8, A M. Agent for Ottawa and Alle- which seldom fails to give relief. J. O. ness which devised this new and estimaa NNIS A BKOEK, dealers in Drugs. Medicines, J\ gan Counties,for the “Howe Sewing Ma- Doesburg, No. 70, Eighth Street and Wm. ble product could have also devised a new of Tipperary cost £2,850. The British
iV Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Perfumer- chine.” Dealers iu needles and attachments.
Van Putten, River Street, Holland, Mich. name for it, so as to avoid confusionof soldier of Unlay is looked after and inies Paints and Oils, Ac., Eighth street.
ideas. What would It he in domesticlife
Tobacco aid Cigars.
Elsewhere by dealers generally.
dulged in a manner which would have
TVJESBURG. J. O., Denier In Drugs and Medi“Hackmetack”a new and delightful if tallow and lard had but one name beastounded liiscat-o'ninc-tuile
1 grandfather.
'K
ROLLER,
G.
J.,
Genera)
dealer
in
Tobacco,
X* clnee, Paints and Oils, Brushes,Ac. Phytween them '.—London Standard.
Perfume sold by the above dealers.
. Cigars, 8nufi, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
siclan'iprescriptions carefully put up: Eighth st.
Icing
No. 4

Worth.
No. 2

Bcnth.
No. 1
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Improved machinery is enabled to sell the
regularKalamazoo. Plow and warrant them, at
lower prees than any surrounding town. Plow
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st.
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HOLLAND Cm, MICHIGAN.

FHE NEWS CONDENSED.

rested and committed to jail, but his other sons
escaped, after nibbing the body of Fussed and
taking nis horse.... The NichollsLegislature
at New Orleans has adopted resolutions warmly
approvingthe Southern policy of President
.Hayes’ administration,
and pledging earnest cooperationwith the effort to restore confidence
and fraternalrelations among the people, and
to secure protection to life and hberty in Louisiana.

WASHINGTON.

Washington ]K>liticalon Oils : Gen. A. E. Grover,be sworn. Mr. Hamlin objected,and his
case was laid over.... The case of William Pitt
New York, a prominent Liberal, and Kellogg then came up on the substitute of
former Naval Officer of tliat port, is to bo ap- Mr. Bayard to Mr.. Blalue'a resolution
that he l>e rworn. The aubctltutepropointed Surveyor of New York.— Ey-Henator vides that his case lie on the table until the appointFenton is spoken of fora foreign mission, as ment of the Committeeon Privileges and Election#,
are Gens, Logan and Hawley. The name of and its referenceto that committee. After a long
Gou. Logan is suggested for the mission of discussion, participated In by Messrs. Bayard,
Merritt, of

Madrid or St. Petersburg. Gem Sickles is also Blaine,Morton and others,Mr. Bayard'ssnhstitute
to W— Messrs.Booth,
an aspirant again for a foreign mission. If was adopted, by a vote
Burnside, Christlancy, Coukling, Morrill and some
Pierrepont does not remain in England, Fre- others voting with
Democrats....

of

the

bo strongly urged for
Ex-Congressman Wilshir^
to attend the inauguration ceremonies, and of Arkansas,
native of Illidenies that his political feelings had anything nois, a Union soldier and Democrat,
linghuysen will

hauled more than a mile through a
blinding Know-storm and over roads ren-

dered almost impassable -by

drifted

snow, and arrivedon the ground too late to
save human life ; but nothing should have prevented the chief engineer from making all i>o«sible efforts to extinguish what tiro there remained. For his failure to do this he is responsible. 'niat the persons deceased whoso
bodies were identified, and those whose bodies
and parts of bodies were unidentified, came to
their deaths by the nrecipitation of the aforesaid cars in which uiey were riding into the
chasm in the valley of Ashtabula creek, left by
the falling of the bridge as aforesaid,and the
crushing and burning of the cars aforesaid, for
all of which the railway company is res^tonsi-

_

Mr. Pattersonsubmitted a resolution that the credentialsof David T. Corbin and M. C. Butler,each
claiming the soot as Kenatorfrom South Carolina,
CABINET.
l>e referred to the Committee on Privileges and
Elections. Agreed to. . .The Senate then went into
The following are the nominations for Cabiwill be recommendedfor the Coramissionership
to do with his absence. . .Judge David Davis
executive Kession,during which the President sent
Indian
Affairs.—
The
friends
of
Judge
net positions sent by President Hayes to the addressed a letter to President Hayes, on the
in his Cabinetappointments, which were hud over
Wood, United States Judge of the Southern until the appointmentof the standing committees.
Senate for confirmation: Secretary of State- 3d inst, resigning his positionon the United
Circuit, will urge him for appointmentto the .... The doors were then opened, and the Senate adWilliam M. Evarts,of New York. Secretory of States supreme benah.
vacancy upon flie Supreme bench caused by tie journed.
The Bi& Horn Conntry.
the Treasury— John Sherman, of Ohio. SecreA Chicago Trilntnedispatch, dated March resignation Justice Davis. If the appointment
Thur-sday,March 8.— Senate.— On tlie meetThe war of Crook, Terry and Sitting
tary of War— George W. McCrary,of Iowa. 7, says : “ President Hayes informed members should be made from the Southern Circuit, Jusing of the Senate, the credentials of John T. MorSecretaryof the Nary— Richard W. Thomiwon,
of Congress who called upon him to-day that tice Bradley,who has done circuit duty in the gan, as Senatorfrom Alabama, were taken from Bull is not w'hollywitliout compensation.
of Indiana. Attorney General— Charles DevSouth, will probably be assigned to the’ circuit
War is an explorer, and often brings to
ins, of Massachusetts. Postmaster General— he had not fully made op his mind whether an
vacated by Justice Davis.— Senator Cameron, the table, and he was sworn ____ After considera- the notice of the world areas of which it
David M. Key, of Tennessee.Secretary of the extra session of Congress would be necessary of Pennsylvania,has resignedhis seat in the ble discussion, in which Messrs. Coukling,Morof the
ton, Thurman, McMillan and Saulsbury took before
or not. Ho will give attentionto this matter
Intorior— Carl Schurz, of Missouri.
Senate.
part, Mr. Sargent’s substitute to the resolution
early, and, if an extra session is called, will
movements
of the late Indian campaign
seating Lafayette Grover as Senator from Oregon
EAST.
issue a proclamation conveningit in time to
in the vicinity of the Big Horn
At the annual meeting of the stockholdersof was adopted, and he was sworn ____ Mr. Thurman
Joe Coburn, the noted New York bruiser give the members ample opportunityto prepare
said at a former sessionof the Senate the creityn mountains, of a portion of which a corand bully, has been sentencedto ten years in for it He said that his present impressionwas the Union Pacific railroad,held at Boston, tials of J. Eustis,claiming to be a Senator respondent of the Pacific Engineer thus
that if a session was held at all it would begin
from Louisiana, were referred to the Committeeon
March 7, the following Board of Directors was
Sing Sing prison for shootinga couple of po- about the 1st of June.”
Privilegesand Elections. The committee reported writes :
chosen : Oliver Ames. Elisha Atkins,F. Gor- against the right of Eustis to a seat, on the ground
licemen. .. .The structureknown as the WalAn immense belt of mountainscompletes a
Mrs. Hates, the other day, received a beaudon Dexter, Benjamin E. Bates, Boston ; Will- that the vacancy had been filled by the election of circle around one of the most beautifuland
tham ManufacturingCompany's building, in
tiful bouquet of rosebuds and violets, accomPinchbaek.
Subsequently
the
Senate
decided
that
iam L. Scott, Erie, Pa.; Jay Gould, Sidney
Bond street.New York, was destroyed by fire
fertilevalleys, or chains of valleys, to be found
Pinchbaek was not elected. He thereforesubmitted
last week. The building was a five-storyedi- panied with a card bearing the words, “ From Dillon,Cornelius K. Garrison, David Dows,
in all the grand, wild West. Taking the tier of
a resolutionthat the credentials of Eustis be taken
James Richardson,New York ; Horace H. Porfice, filled with safes full of watches,jewelry a MississippiRepublican who stands by the
from the table and referred to the Committee on water-coursestributary to the Big Horn river,
and silverplate. The loss is estimatedat over statesman who has said tliat he who best serves ter Chicago ; 8. H. H. Clark, Omaha ; Ezra Privilegesand Elections. Laid over ____ The Senate above where that stream disembogues itself
his country serves his party best" ____ Col. H. Barker, Boston ; John Sharp, Salt Lake then went into executive session, aud, when the from the canyon of the Big Horn mountains,
$500,000.
and within the scope of the mind’s vision,we
John Q. Hoyt, a heavy Wall street (New Ward H. Lamon, Mr. Lincoln’s old law partner, City ; Greenville M. Dodge, Council Bluffs, low a. doors rcoj»ened,adjourned.
is an applicant for the Mexican mission .
Friday, March 9.— Senate.— After the read- behold a territory as large as all of the settled
Joe Goss, a principal in the Allen-GossprizeYork) operator has failed for a heavy amount. Alexander H. Stephens has addressed a letter
fight. and a well-known English pugilist, was ing of the journal, Mr. Sargent submitted a resolu- jxtrtion of Colorado ; with a greater part of its
____ The well-known actress, Matilda Herron, to the President urging the appointmentof
surfaceresting at a lower altitudethan the
arrested
a few days since in New York, and held tion that the Senate appointthe standing and other
Herschel V. Johnson, of Georgia, to the vaupper parts of the Arkansas and Platte- valleys ;
died in New York on the 7th inst.
committees.
It
was
agreed
to.
He
also
submitted
cancy on the Supreme bench created by the to await the arrival of Kentucky officers ____ One
possessingwondrous alluvial valleys of marked
fatal panic occurred on the evening of resignation of Judge Davis.
day last week, in a fight between two brothers, a resolution to suspend rule 4fi, requiring the a;
luade* by ballot, ..Id j utility;clothed to the very sumnuts of the
March 8, in the Jesuit Church of St. Francis All the new members of the Cabinet,with
ou™shot the other
01 yUel>eC’ i it wan agreed to. The committees were then an- inner terrace of mountains with that peculiar
Xavier, in West Sixteenth street, New York.
nouuoed, the following Ixduga list of the Chairmen : bunch grass known nowhere else outoide of the
the exceptionof Secretary Thompson, who had
The Western Union Telegraph Company an- Privileges aud Elections, Morton; Foreign Rela- neighboring borders of Montana, and within
Father Langcake was preaching a sermon, and
tions, Cameron ; Finance,Morrill ; Appropriations,
not arrived, proceeded to the White House on
had been speakingabout ten minutes when a
nounces that hereafterthere shall be no rate Wiudom; Commerce, Coukling ; Manufactures, the bosom of the other four terracesof mounthe 12th inst. and took the oath of office,
tains are imbedAod the native wealth on which
woman went into a hysteric fit in the gallery.
which was administered by Chief Justice Cart- higher than $1 for ton words between any of its Booth; Agriculture, Paddock; Military Affairs, the industryof the human creation is bawd.
This created quite a stir, and the commotion inSpencer; Naval Affairs, Sargent ; Judiciary. Edter, of the District Supreme Court. The oath officesin the States of Maine. New Hampshire,
This region is as yet )nit little known.
munds; Post offices and Post Roads, Hamlin;
creasedin tha endeavor of the crowd to find out
was administeredto nil in a body, with the ex- \ernumt, MasMchusetts,Rhode Island, Con- : pnuiic Lauds, Oglesby ; Private Land Claims. Thur- j Tl.ot j* txtHflORfteR auriferous denoHitfl iK
what was the matter. At this juncturethe cry
ception of Postmaster General Key, who could nectldltNew \ork, Nety^ Jersey, Pennsylvania,j niau; Indian Affairs, Allison; Pensions,Ingalls;
^ doubt but in llOW gretlt^ t|n!in
of fire was heard, and a rush was made for the
not take the iron-clad oath, but took the modified Delaware,Maryland. District of Columbia, Revolutionary Claims, Johnston
Claims,
exit from the gallery. The doorway was blocked
McMillan;
District
Columbia.
Dorsey;
oath. After the members had interchangedcontitles is not
It is entirely within
Virginia.Ohio, Indiana, Illinois.
for a moment by a very large woman, and this
gratulations,they left the White House and Wisconsin; St. Louis, in Missouri: Louisville Patents, Wadloigh ; Public Buildings and Grounds, the limits of possibility that it contains
check caused the panic to increase tenfold.
Dawes; Territories,Patterson; Railroads,Mitchell;
took charge of their respective departments ____ and Covington, in Kentucky; Alexandria, in
The crowd hurled the woman down the steps.
Mines nnd Mining, Sharon; Revisionof loiws, more gold than onoe was contained in all
A Washington dispatchsays “there is the best Virginia, nnd all points in Michigan excepting Christiaucy; Education and Ijdxir,Burnside;Civil
In the rush that followed seven persons were
reason for believingthat Hon. Carl Schurz those north of the Straits of Mackinac. This Service and Retrenchment,Blaine ; To Audit and California. That it has other mineral
crushed to death and many others injuredand
will not remain in the Cabinet many months,
order will work very material reduction in the Control the Contingent Expense of the Senate, wealth is pretty well established, only,
had their clothing tom from them.
but will resign to accept a foreign [mission as rates for long distancesbetween a vast number Jones, of Nevada ; Printing, Anthony ; Library, as in the ease of gold, the extent of its
The United Htates District Court Grand Jury soon as he has enjoyed for a short time the of points.
whon, nakaoim. It
has found tliree indictmentsagainst John C. honors of a Cabinet position."
River.
Examine
Sev- almost takes one’s breath away as he reFOREIGN.
Tracy, IVesident of the Farmers’ and Mechanics'
Branches
the Civil Service, Chaffee; flects upon the magnitude and value of
POLITICAL.
The inaugural address of President Hayes , eral
Transportation Rates to the Seaboard, Cameron, of
Bank of Hartford,’Ct,, for misapplying$50,000
Henry M. Matthews, the successor of Mr. was telegraphedin full to the London papers,; Wisconsin.... Mr. Thurman called up the resolu- the areas belonging to this country which
of the funds of the bank, and nve indictments
Jacobs as Governor of West Virginia,was in- and appeared in their editions of the next tion submitted by him yesterday, to refer the ere- ! are vet comparatively Unknown, not at
against J. L. Chapman, cashier,for assisting
of J. B. Eustts, claiming a scat
n h>Hlod nnd which must
in time
morning ____ A dispatch from Matomoras. Mex- dentials
the President, and for embezzlementand per- ducted iuto office last week.
Louisiana,to the Couun'tteeon Privileges and!1111 8eiPea> ‘l“(l ^ “1CI1 milSl
m umt,
di\ision....;openedupaiidt)eeomeaiiiiihal)iteilp(»rjury
One night last week the five-storv
During the debate in the United States Sen- ico, says: “The military court before which Elections. Agreed to without
brick building, 339 to 347 Washingtonstreet, ate, on the 7th inst., Mr. Blaine read the fol- Gen. Cortinaswas tried have found jhim guilty Mr. Grover submitted a resolution for the submis-: tjon of the
Ill the Big Horn
of kidnapping,the penaltyattachedto which in siou of the petitionsfrom 369 of the people of OreNew York, occupied by Henry Welsh, wholefor the location
lowing telegram :
gon in regard to his admission as a Senator to the country there is
Mexico
is
death.
The
finding
of
the
court
has
sale grocer, fell. Loss, *$50,000. .Oliver Ames,
Committee
on
Privileges
and
Elections,
with
power
and
support
of
a
half
dozen
nations such
Columbia, S. C., March 6, 1877.
been sent to Gen. Canales,military commander
of Boston, brotherof the late Oakes Ames, and
to send for persons ami papers. The petitionsrecite
To Hon. D. T. Corbin :
as now have an independent existence iu
of Northern Mexico, for his action. It is beDirector of the Union Pacific raihoad, died
that it was currentlyreported and generally lx>
I have just had a long interview with Haskell,who
lieved that the finding of the military court will lieved that the electionof L. F. Grover as Senator the old world. — (Jhicayo Time*.
recently.
brings letters to me from Stanley Matthews and Mr.
be approved, and that Cortinasjwill Ik* executed of the United States was procuredby bribery,
The Exchange Bank of Canandaigua, N. Y., Evarts. The purport of Matthews’ letter is that I
unlawful means
ought to yield my rights for the good of the coun- in a few days." ____ The long-contemplatedworks corruption
The Famine in India.
lias failed. Liabilities,$140,000 to $200,000:
Legislature
State of
try. This is emtmrrassingbeyond endurance. If for the improvementof the river Tiber have
Oregon ; and that said L. F. Grover did corruptly
The existing famine in the Minims and
assets, not over $70,000 to $100, 0(H). . .By the such action is desired I want to know it authorita- been commenced at Rome.
.
. . , .
.... .
..... i and fraudulently issue a certificate of election to one
tively. I am not acting for myself, and I cannot
Presidenciesin India will cost
It is stated m foreign military circles that the I K A Cronin as Presidentialelectoron Dec. 6, 1876;
burning of a tenement house in New York citv,
assume such responsibility. Please inquireand
a few evenings ago, four children lost their telegraph me to-night.
measuresannounced for the formation of a i “nd that said L. F. Grover did boar false witness be- at least $32,000,000. Already in
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lives— two by burning and two by suffocation.

THE WEST.
A heavy conflagrationoccurred at St. Louis,
Mo., last week, upwards of half a million dollars'

worth ct property being destroyed.

There

is

stored in Chicago elevators3,403,-

280 bushels of wheat ; 3,183,880bushels of

com ; 756,563 bushels of oats; 244.761 bushels of rye, and 925,369 bushels of barlev—
making a grand total of 8.513.853 bushels,

(Signed)

.

.

.

8th

inst.,

Mr. Blaine pension.

The King

summoned

Bombay

[rU“r^

D. H. Chambf.rlain.

Bom-

boy 00 area of 54,000 Hquure miles is afand, when the doors were reopened, adjourned until fected, nnd iu Madras the total arm* afto-morrow.
fected is 84,800 square miles. Iu the
Exkcutivk Session.— The executive sessionof the
two Presidencies 27,000,000 of human
Senate lasted about twenty imputes. The Cabinet
beings are suffering.The Indian Govnominationswere referred to committees as follows;
ernment, while anxious to do all in its
That of Schurz to the Committee on Finance ; Deveus to the JudiciaryCommittee; McCrary to the power, considersit absolutely necessary,
Committee on Military Affairs; Thompsonto the in order to avoid national bankruptcy, to
Naval AffairsCommittee,and Key to the Committee
.
r,
exercise the severest economy. The
on Postofflccii and Postroads.A brief
,
« i; r
took place upon adjourning until Monday, which people tire to be employed on n-hrt
was
works, but are to be paid only enough
Saturday, March 10.— The Cabinet nomina- to give them a bare subsistence. Pritions of President Hayes were all confirmedin ex- | vate trade ill grain will not be intertered
ecutivc session.There were aye and no votes with, and the [Madras Government lias
taken upon Messrs. Schurz and Evarts. Upon these 1 been censured for purelmsing 30,000 tons
two some Republicansdid not vote at all. Mr.
Schurz received the highest numlsr of votes, some of grain at the beginning of the scarcity.
4M. All of the Democrats except Messrs. Thurman Sir Richard Temple says the Bombay
and Eaton voted for Mr. Schurz. They voted in the officials have the famine well iu hand,
negative from the principle of opposing all of
Hayes’ appointments. Mr. Blaine did not vote. but that matters are less satisfactory in
Upon an aye and no vote, Mr. Key received voles, Madras, where he found a disposition to
with Messrs. Thurman and Eaton in the negative.
expend excessivesums, and to admit to
Mr. Evarts received about MJ votes. Messrs. McCrary, Devons and Thompson were confirmedwith- the relief works without exacting the

new Russian corps will, if carried out, lx* equivA Chicago Tribune special of the 8th says in alent to the mobilizationof the whole country
referenceto this telegram: “President Haves except Finland ____ From Panama, in the United
says that Stanley Matthews had no authorityto i States of Colombia, news is received of a battle
give the letter to Haskell,Chairman of the j between the national troops and the guerrillas,
Democratic State Committeein South Carolina,j in which 1,000 men were killed and many
to which Chamberlain referred in the dispatch wounded ____ A dispatch from Athens, Greece.
which Blaine receivedto-day. Gov. Hayes bad Hays that the Ministryhas resigned in conseno knowledge of the letter,and did not author- (inence of a vote of censure passed upon it by
ize it"
the Chamber for granting an illegal
In the Senate,on the

and other
of the

.u

M.

.

.

!

.i

discussion .

negatived.

‘

Deligebis to form a new Cabinet ____
against 6,471,239 bushels at this date last year. sent to the Clerk’s desk the following letter in The names of MonsignorFrancesco di Paola
....The number of hogs packed at Cincinnati referenceto the telegram read by him on the Benavides, Patriarch of the East Indies, and
the past season is 523.576. a decrease of 39,783 6th, and had it read :
Monsignor Edw ard Howard, Archbishop of Neo
as compared with the previous season.
Cesarea in partibu*,and Suffragan of the CarWashington, March 8.
dinal Bishop of Frascati, are a$ded to the list
In the Second District Court at Beaver, Utah, To the Hon. J. G. Blaine :
Dear Sir ; The Hon. Wm. M. Evarts l>ogs me to of Cardinalscreatedat the consistory recently.
on the 7th inst., Judge Boreman passed sen- say to you that he did not indorse the letter of Ktan____ An explosion t«K>k place last week in the
fence of death on John D. Lee, the Mountain! lej’ Matthews to Gov. Chamberlain to the extent imWorcesterColliery.nearSwans, England. Allthe
plied by the telegram of Gov. Chamberlain to mo
Mendow murderer, he to be executed that the letter was present**!to him by Haskell, of miners were at work at the time. The number lost
Friday, the 23d of March. Leo seemed South Carolina,and he wrote upon it substantially is not yet known. Sixteen bodies have been taken
unmoved, but was ouite feeble and weak.... as follows : That he had read the foregoingletter ; out. It is thought that six more are in the pit
4.’)
A Winnipeg (Manitoba) special to the St. Paul that he desired to see the troubles in South Carolina
An Egyptian man-of-war, which was cruising
; he desired to hear from Gov. ChiunltorPiomr-Prm says informationhas been re- composed
in the gulf of Suez to break up the slave traffic,
laiu upon the subject.Very respectfully,
ceived there of the arrival of Sitting Bull at
D. f. Coihin.
took fire at sea and was entirely destroyed. out a recorded vote being taken, so near as could Ik*
Wood mountains.British Possessions. He had
E.ufu
Also the following telegram,received by him
There were 420 men on board, of whom 4(H) were ascertained,
*
1,000 horses and mules, capturedfrom the
to-day
saved— the Europeans ____ A Calcutta dispatch
United States forces. A force of mounted ixilice
A cloak of partridgefeathers is being
New Orleans, March 7.
says: “Full rejxirbs from l(x*al officials on
had been sent out to interview him.
To the Hon. J. G. Blaine
ACCIDENT.
made by an industrious young lady in
the
recent
cyclone
show
that
the
total
loss
of
Senator Bayard is mistaken. In every parish outIn the United States Circuit Court, at DavenEngland. Ten thousand feathers of difside of the city, except the five bulldosedparishes, life was really less than half of Sir Richard
port, Iowa, before Judge Dillon, a decree of in one of which our Tax Collector has just been Temple’s first hurriedestimateof 205,000.” ____ Verdict of the Coroner’s Jury who Have ferent sizes will he required,the hul
Been Investigating the (’aiiNes ot the feathers being used for the lower part,
foreclosure was entered against the Lake murdered,my Government is recognized by all save It is said that a motion, in the lower house of
Horrible Occurrence.
Superior and Mississippi railroad. The railroad a few pretended Nichollsofficials.
the French Congress, to amplify the fortificathe breast plumage coming above, and
S. B. Packard.
is the one extending from Duluth to St. Paul
tions of Paris, was incontinently smothered
Below will be found the verdict of the the variegated neck feathers being inThe
Rhode
Island
Democratic
State
ConvenThe case was brought for the punvosc of
ujxm jieremptoryinformationfrom the German
Coroner’s jury’ as to the cause aud re- tended to encircle the throat.
settling the relative rights and priontiesat is- tion recently nominated J. B. Burnaby for Government that such action, if carried out,
would be construed into cause for another war sponsibility for the accident
sue between this company and the Northern
Governor, and W. B. H. Hallett for Secretary ef
That the fall of the bridge was the result
PacificRailroad Company,who own an unbetween the two nations.
MARKETS.
of defects and errors made in designing,condivided one-half of the Lake Superior and Min- State.
The Constantinoplecorrespondentof the Lonstructing
and
erecting
it ; that a great defect,
nesota track between Thompson and Duluth,
The following telegram was received by Sendon Timex says : “ Under former Sultans there and one which apjKjarsin many parts of the Beeves ............................. 9 25 @12 25
and part of the great docks at the latter citv ator Bayard, on the 9th :
6
were instancesof tyranical, improvident, and structure, was the dependenceof every mem Hogs ..............................5 75
. .They had a $60,000 tire at Evansville, Ini,
Shreveport, Ij., March 9.
12',
. 12
rapacious government, but under Sultan Abdu her for its efficientaction upon the probability Cotton ............................
one day last week.
The Hon. Thomas F. Bayard, United Stall's Senate,
. 5 36
5 85
Flour—
Superfine
Western
........
Humid we are in full anarchy— the palace issu- that all or nearly all the others would retain
Washington.
D.
C.
:
1
41
Wheat—
No.
2
Chicago
............
.
1
40
The second trial of Alexander Sullivan, of
Packard's dispatch yesterdayto Senator Blaine, ing orders without consulting the Porte, and the | their jxisitionand do the duty for which they Corn— Western Mixed ............. 54
r-*!<
Chicago, for the killing of Francis Hanford, tliat in every parish outside of New Orleans, except Porte transacting business without guidance were designed,instead of giving to each incm45
. 38
Oath— Western Mixed .............
84
what he terms the five bulldoaed parishes,his Gov- from or communication with the palace. Such j her a jxisitive connection with the rest, which Rye— Western ..................... HO
1; «t July, terminated in a verdict of acquittal.
15 00
ernment is recognizedby all except a few a combination of tyranny with anarchv, of abso- nothing but a direct rupture could sever. The Pork— New Mess .................14 75
will be rememberedthat on the first trial the
Nicholls officials,is untrue. The people of this lutism with impotence, the world has never i members of each truss were, instead of being Laud— Steam ......................
jury disagreed. . .Caleb Ives, of New York, in- parish ami the surrounding parishes spurn PackCHICAGO.
fastenedtogether, rested one upon the oilier,
terested m lumber and pork packingoperations ard's pretensions and render hearty allegiance to
Beeves— Choice Graded Steers ...... 5 40 (A 5 60
The
winter
in
Northern'
Russia
is
declared
to
• ,a* illustrated by the following particulars;
5 25
. 4 75
failed one day last week for about $250,000. Gov. Nicholls. The Republiranpolice Jury of this
Choice Natives ...........
cross-sectionof portions of
3 90
Cows and Heifers ......... 2 80
He estimates Ids assets at about the same sum parish has, by a formal resolution, recognizedthe have been the coldest for many years.... A. i The deficient
.. T •• ch()r(jH an(1 Home of
4 20
______ „11V4
,iuii i|u, T{a.,k .] NichollsGovernment.
Good Second-class Steers.. 8 HO
..The ___
Farmers’
and Merchants’
4 65
London
dispatchsays the rinderpest has aj)- 1 (be main braces, and the insufficient
Medium to Fair ........... 4 25
Mattoon. Ill, was recently put into bankruntev i
r1 b,y N*V1«n ^^“resident Hl.reveport
5 50
. 4 75
peared near Grimsby, Lincolnshire,and the ' strengthand bad arrangement of both Hogs— Live ........................
by its creditors, chiefly depositors.
8 00
f<H>t and mouth disease in Cheshire,Somerset- j the horizontal and vertical transversesbracing Flour— Fancy White Winter ...... . 7 00
6 25
Good to Choice Spring Ex. . 5 75
Advices from Western Kansas give an ac- Democratic Committee, Caddo parish ; B. M. John- shire, and Flintshire .... Mr. Gladstone has | in the constructionof the angle Mocks, as linalson, hanker.
. 1 23 q
1 24>;
publisheda pamphlet, in which he shows that ly modified,without sufficient lugs or flanges Wheat— No. 2 Spring .............
count of a fight between Dr. Xicbenor and a
1 1
. 1 14
No. 3 Spring .............
The
following letters arc made public by the real conduct of the Porte toward the au- to keep the ends of the main and’eounterbraces
40
band of Indians, some days ago, at a point
Corn— No. 2 ...................... 39)4
32)4
Gov. Chamberlain, at the special request of thors of the Bulgarian outrages is a distinct from slipping out of place ; in the construction
called “ The Cave,” in Ness county.Kan. The
03
encouragementto a repetition of the horrors. of the packing and yokes used in binding to- Rye-No. 2 ........................
. 62
Indians attacked the cabin in which the Doctor Stanley Matthews, and are the letters alluded
51
. 50
The guilt of the Turkish Government gether the main and counter braces at the Baulky— No. 2 ....................
was sleeping, but before thev could enter he se- | to by Mr. Blaine, intthe Senate on the 7th inst:
33
. 31
is fully proved. United Europe should points where they crossed each other; in the Butter— Creamery ................
13
curely fastened the door, and from a loop-hole
YVakhinoton,March 6, 1877.
at
least
iiiqioHe such restraints noon shimming of the top chords to compensate the Egos— Fresh ......................
13
50
.13 25
killed the chief of the band and three others The Hon. I). H. Chamberlain,Columbia,8. C. :
Pork— Mesa .......................
the
Turkish
Administration
as
nil
Eudeficient
length
of
some
of
their
members
*.
in
9
'•"i
The Indians then withdrew, and Tichenor I My Dear Hih : I have not the honor of a pernonal ropo lias declared indispensable. The prothe placing during the process of erection of
; acquaintance with you, but have learned to rciqiect
MILWAUKEE.
thinking they had gone, started for the settle! you from the knowledge of your reputation. posal to grant to Turkey a year of grace simply
.
1
40
@
1
41
thiefe beams where the plan required thin ones Wheat— No. ....................
ments, hut was fired upon from ambush nnd 1 1 take the liberty
addressing you means another year of debasement aud misery nnd thin ones where it required thick ones,
1 32
No. 2 .......... ........... 1 31
severely wounded. He escaped,however and 1 now with great distrust
41)
the propriety for Turkish subjects. Gladstone concludes : That the railway company used and continued Corn— No. 2 ............. ......... 38
after sixteen hours' hard travel reached the ]of doing so, prefacing • it by saying that
“ I ask England to redeem the pledges given to use this bridge
w
___
__
_____ _______
^ _____ ,
for
about
eleven
years,
65
settlement
I speak without authority from any one, and repre*
it
1 * 1 A __ _ _ ____
1 1 __ _ ..A*
Rye ............................... 64
67
sent only my own views. The situation of public by the Crimean war to the sabjects of Tur- during all of which time a careful inspection
..... . 66
The Execntive Committee of the Wisconsin aff airs in Kouth Carolina Is too complicated to be key." ____ A Vienna correspondent of the Lon- by a competent bridge engineer could not Barley— No. 2 .............
ST. LOUIa.
1 46
State Agricultural society has decided to hold discussed at length in a note, and yet impresses me as don News reports that a body of Persianshave have failed to discover all the defects. For Wheat— No. 2 Red Fall ............ 1 45
one that ought to l»c changed by the policy of Re- devastatedpart of the province of Bagdad, tho neglect of such careful inspection the rail- Corn— Western Mixed ........... . 36
the State Fair of 1877 in Janesville.
34>;
publican statesmen in such a way as not only to re- and carried off 40,000 sheep.... Stanley,writ. 34
way company is alone responsible ; that the re- Oats— No. 2 .......................
move all controversies that disturb that State, but ing to the London Daily Telegraphfrom Ujiji
. 64*
65
THE SOUTH.
sponsibility of this fearful disaster and its conto remove all embarrassmentsarising from it to
14 25
Chief Justice Moses, of South Carolina the party in other parts of the country. It has oc- Aug. 13, 1876, announces that ho has com- sequent loss of life rests upon tho railway com- Pork— Mess .......................H (n>9
».V
Lard ............................
..
pany, which, by its chief executive officer,
curred to me to suggest whether by your own con- pletely surveyed I>akc Tanganyika.
r» 25
. 4 70
died at Columbia, in that State, last week.
............................
\
currence aud co-operationan accommodation could
planned and erected this bridge ; that the cars
5
85
. 3 25
An extensiveconflagrationoccurredat New- not Ik* arrived at which would obviate the necessity
m which the deceased passengerswere carried CATTLC ........... cixoINNATE
CONGRESS.
berry Court House, 8. C., on the 8th inst., for the use of Federal arms to support cither
.......................1 *6 @ 1 GO
into the chasm were not heated by heating aj>- Wheat...
43
Government, and leave that to stand which was
... 40
Cohn
paratus
so
constructed
that
the
fire
in
them
will
consuming the principal businessblocks. Loss, the beet able to stand of itself. Such a course
Extra SeMion of the Senate.
40
. 35
Oats.
Ih!
immediately
extinguished
whenever
the
cars
would relievo the administration from the neces73
$150,000.
Tuesday. March 6.— Mr. Wallace submitted a
Bye.
are thrown from the track and overturned ;
sity, ao far as executive action is concerned,of
14 23
14 00
A Raleigh (N. C.) dispatch announces the making any decision between the conflicting Gov- resolution that the credentials of L. Q. C. Lamar, tliat their failureto comply with the plain Pork— Mess ........................
.. 99
f.V
Lard ...............................
appointment of a commission, under sanction ernments, and would place you in the position of Reuutor-clcct from Mississippi,be taken from the requirements of tho law places tho rcsiHmsiTOLEDO.
making the Mcrlflreof what you deemed your al>.. 1 58 @ 1 60
of the Legislature,to report a plan for the stract rights for the sake of the peace of the com- table*and ho he sworn. Mr. Morton nnd Mr. Spen- bihty of the origin of the fire upon tho Wheat— Extra ..... f. ..............
1 63
. 1 60
Amber .............. ......
cer opposedthe seating of Mr. lamar, on the ground railroad company (see act of May 14, I860);
munity,
which
would
entitle
you
to
the
gratitude
settlementof the State debt acceptable to the
. 43
V'
that the Legislature that electedhim was a fra.:d. that tho responsibility
for not putting out Corn ........................ ...
not
only
of
your
own
party,
but
the
respect
and
33
34
bondholders and not too burdensome,to be
Mr. Blaine sold that Lanier's credentials were
Oats— No. ....................
estetm of the entire country. I trust you will par- entirely regular, and he was just as much the fire at the time’it first made its appearance
DETROIT.
agreed to by the people of the State. . .A terdon the libertyI have taken, as my motive is to pro- entitled to t>c sworn in as he (Blaine)or any other in the wreck rests upon those who were the Flour— Medium .........
(S
7
00
. 6
50
0 W*
rible fight occurred,a few days ago, in Madimote not only the public but your own personal Senator. After further discussion, tho resolution first to arrive at the scene of the disaster, and Wheat— White....
1 08fc
... 1 50
son county, Tenn. Deputy Sheriff Fussell, good. With great respect, Stanley Matthews.
40
of Mr. Wallace was agreed to— yeas, 51; nays, 1.... who seemed to have been so overwhelmed by Corn— No. 2 ......
...... 48
and William and John Anderson, his nephews,
Appended to the foregoing are the following Mr. Blaine then moved that the oath of office be ad- the fearful calamitythat thev lost all presence Oath— Mixed ......
41
... 39
went to the house of one Potete for the rmr- lines by Evarts :
Ht)
ministered to William Pitt Kellogg as Senator from of mind, and failed to use tlie means at hand,
13 50
txihC of arresting three of his sons, who had
Dear Governor : I have read this letter and con- Louisiana, and spoke at length in favor of his
Pork— Mess ........................
15 25
consisting of the steam pump in the pumping
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
PA.
versed with Col, Haskell and .SenatorGordon on this motion. Before reaching a veto tho Senate ad
lx en indicted for carrying copcmled weapons.
house and the fire engine “ Lake Shore,” and Hogs— Yorkers .....................
... 5 25 @ G GO
The. father of the Potetes resisted, and killed subject,so interestingto us all. I should Ik* very- Journed.
its hose, which might have been attached to
. C (HI
6 25
glad to aid in the solutionof the difficulties of the
Philadelphia^..........
Funxell. and slightly wounded William AndcrWednesday,
March
7.—
Senate.—
Immedi6 00
situation,and especially to hear from you speedily.
tlie steam pump in time to save life. The CATTLK-Best .......................
5 50
mu, who mortally wounded John Potete. who With my complimentsto Mrs. Chamberlain, yours ately after the reading of the journal, Mr. Wallace
5 GO
.. 5 23
Medium ..................
85
steamer belongingto tlie Fire Department,
died soon after the tight. Andy Potete was ar- very
6 25
William M. Evarts.
moved that the Renator-clectfrom Oregon, Lafayette and also the “ Protect ibn" fire engine, wa?J Sheep .......................... 6 50

E.

unanimously.
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A bill amending the Ann Arbor city charter
A minority of the Committee on Hallroads submitted a report against repealing all
special railroad charters; also against suing the Brief Biographical Sketches of the GentleLske Shore and Michigan Southern railroad for
men Composing it.

THE STATE CAPITAL.
Lansing, March

12,

The post week has been
“tame” one

passed ....

1877.

claimed to be delinquent taxes for the past
ten years.

$300,000,

rather a

in legislative circles. No

bills of great import have
for consideration, yet

Wednesday,March. 7.— Senate.— The Senate

been up

bill was

passed providing for the revisionand con-

solidationof all laws relative to the State’s prison.

some of the smaller

House.— A

ones have consumed a large amount of

Joint

resolution passed making an ap-

. The House bill
re- organizing Hayes township, Otsego county, vtas
passed....The Senate bill authorizing Houghton
quired nearly two days for consideration county to issue bonds for building a State road was
in the committee of the whole and on passed .... A committee reported that Dr. McGraw,
of Detroit,would lecturein the Hall of the House
its final passage in the House. It being to-morrow evening ; subject,“ Hereditary Diseases."
____ Both houses adjournedat 10:30, to allow the Itcthe first appropriation bill brought be- publican members, nearly all of whom arc delegates,

propriationfor the State Library

.

.

time. One small appropriation bill

to

fore the Legislaturethis session, certain

members,

who have

attend the State Republican Convention.

Thubhday, March

heretofore given

8.— Senate.— Billn were

passed amending the Jackson Union School act ;
notice of their intention to “cut down” amending the Otisvillcvillage charter ; creating the
on all expenses of State institutions,con- city of Cadillacout of Clam Lake, Wexford county,
and giving her three Supervises. Much time was
cluded to make this
example used in the discussion of the Beard claim while in

an

or

precedent tor the remainder.
The bill passed the committee of the
whole without amendment, after a good

committee of the whole, without action.
(

House.— The following House

was reduced

about

at'd is about equal to the appropriation
for the

same

passed

:

NARROW

1 and 2 of an act entitled “ An act regulating the
responsibility
of the agents of insurance companies
doing biiHiuessin this State," approved April 12,
1871 ; to allow accident insurance companies to do
business in this State ; to amend section4 of chapter 163 of the compiled laws of 1871, rolaMve to the
the Supreme Court. He married young, and
publicationof notices of sales by executors ; to had a family of eleven children. Of the sons,
amend the law relative to the filing of chattelmort- William Tecumseh Sherman is the General of
gages....Numerous petitionswere read relative to
the army. John Sherman was the eighth
the 7-per-cent-interestbill,and relativeto the bill
providingfor the admission of females to the child. He was bom at Lancaster,Ohio, May
AgriculturalCollege....
bill passed organ- 10, 1823, and received his early educationat
Mount Vernon. Ohio. At 14 he was sent to the
izing Nnnda township. Cheboygancounty
In committee of the whole much time was devoted Muskingum Improvement to earn his own livto the considerationof the bill appropriating funds ing and to learn civil engineeringAfter two
for Ypsilanti Normal School....At 2:30 p. m. the
years political changes deprived him of his
two houses met in Joint convention to consider cerposition,and he began the study of law at
tain appointments of the Governor, who nominated
John Robertson for Adjutant General, S. S. Matthews Mansfield, Ohio, with his brother, Charles T.
Sherman, afterward United StateH District
for quartermaster General, Lewi* W. Heath for Inspector General. Trusteeof the Flint Institution, Judge. Ho HtudiedLatan and read largely of
for six years,(‘has. G. Johnson, of Monroe ; Jas. M.
English standard authors. He wan licensed to
Ncesmith, of Kalamazoo,to fill vacancy.
practice law the day after he became of age.

7 per cent. The amount approprimade

were

of certainofficers in civil cases ; to amend sections

|

deal of spirited opposition ; but, upon
its final passage,

bills

To amend section 10 of chapter 239 relativeto fees

|

he was admitted to the bar; in 1857 he was sent
to the Legislature;and from 1868 ho was a
member of the State Senate for four years. In
1868 he was elected to Cougress, and was twice A jrounff wife stood with her hind on her broom,
re-elected.He was originally selectedfor At- And looked around the littleroom.
The followingis ft short historical re- torney General, hut, after consultation, changed “ Nothiuffbut toli forever,"she Mid,
From early mom till the light has fled.
to the war office.
view of the public lives of the members
If you only wore a merchant, now,
We need not live by the sweat of our brow."
of the Cabinet of President Hayes ;
Pegging away, spoke ShoemakerJohn :
ESCAPE.
WILLIAM MAXWELL EVARTR,
“ Wo ne’er see well what we’re standing on."
Bi'crctary of State, was born at Boston Feb. fi, Heroic Effort*of a Four-Year-Oldto Save
lady stood by her husband’s chair,
1816. He was (educated at Yale College, andwaaa
from Drowning Her Two- Year-Old AAnd
quietlypassed her bond o'er his hair.
member of the class of 1887. After a course
“ You never have time for me now," she said,
Brother.
of study in the Harvard Law School, ho was
a tear-dropfell on the low bent head.
admitted to the bar of New York in 1841, where
The Detroit Free Pre** relates the And
*• If we were only rich, my dear,
by his Huperior power and force of intellect,he
bllowing: “ On Wednesday last two of With nothing to do from year to year
soon rose to a degree of prominencewhich he
amuse each other— oh, dear me !
Mr. Shefferly’achildren,one a boy 2 But
What a happy woman I should be !w
has since maintained.The degree of LL. D.
was conferred upon him in 1857, from Union years old anil the other a girl 4 years Looking up from his ledger,spoke Mercliant Joh»
“ Wc ne’er see well what we’re standing on."
College, in 1865 from Yale, and in 1870 from of age, while playing back of their fathHarvard. In 1868 he was the leading counselof er’s house stepped upon the ice on a A stately form, in velvet dressed,
Andrew Johnson, then under impeachment and pond to have a slide. The little boy A diamond gleaming on her breast,
from the end of that trial till the close of JohnNothing but toil for fashion,"she said.
toddled forward and made a move as ““ Till
I sometimeswish that I were dead ;
son’s administrationhe was Attorney General.
though
to
slide,
but
missed
his
footing
If
I might cast this wealth aside.
He was the attorney for the United States in
And
Ixi
ouce more the poor man's bride !"
the Alabama arbitrationat Genova, in 1872. and weut down with such force as to
From his easy chair si>oko Gentleman John :
The position of Attorney General, under John- break through into the water. The sister,
“ We ne'er see well what we’re standing on."
son, is the only public office he ever held. His who had slid across the pond in safety, —Schtnnerhorn'*Monthly.
residence is, at present, New York city.
heard the ice crack and the cries of her
JOHN SHERMAN,
brother, and, tumimg, saw his perilous
PITH AND POINT.
Secretary of the Treasury,comes from a dissituation. With presence of mind almost
tinguished Connecticnt family, founded by a
The great senses-taker— Rum.
as wonderful as her heroism,she ran over
refugee Roundhead from Essex, England. His
Strong butter— A hilly goat.
father, Charles Robert Sherman, a lawyer, re- the ice and caught her brother by the
moved to Ohio in 1810, and became a Judge of hair. Just as. she did so the treacherous
Win' is the sun like a good loaf? Be-

institution two years

ago.

way beneath her, and, with cause it is light when it rises.
screams of terror, both children beWhy is a crow a brave bird ? Because
gan flounderingin the water. The girl
iee gave

it never shows the white feather.
As a mental aliment for the capacious
seemed not to think of herself, as with
Why are umbrellas like pancakes? Beminds of the legislators,the Committee
both arms she tried to lift the boy out,
A
on State University are having printed
forcing her own head under water at cause they are seldom seen after lent.
about 1,000 pages of testimony taken
Win* is .sympathy like blind-man’severy attempt. At last she succeeded in
during their investigationjust closed.
finding a portion of the iee which was buff ? It is a fellow feeling for a fellow
Each member will be furnished with a
solid enough to support her, and, with creature.
copy and will be expected to reiul it
one hand to support herself above the
Way is a sawyer like a lawyer? Bethrough in order to vote intelligentlyupon
water, she tugged with the other at her cause whichever way he goes, down
the report rendered by the committee, etc.
brother, who had become insensible. comes the dust.
If the “Legislative hops” and other
The screams of the children were heard
A parrot is said to live to be 200
evening entertainmentsdepending upon
Friday, March 9.— Senate.— The following For eleven years lie wan a partnerwith his by a man named Jacob Kraft, and as he
years
old. A barber does uot live so
the memlx'rs to any extent for patronage, bills were passed : Howard city and New Haven vil- older brother.“John rode the circuits," it is ran across the vacant lots to their assistlong, hut lie talks more.
stated,
“Charles
managed
the
business
and
experiencea falling off in attendance, the lage charters ; organizing Corinth township, Otsego
ance he saw the whole of the strugglens
Why is a man who doesn’t lose his
managers may remember that legislators county; reorganizing the First and Fourth Judicial counseled in the oftice."
John Sherman, as a politician,was a member related above. When within a few rods
Districts, and organizing portions of the Tenth into
temper
like a schoolmaster? Because he
are industriously poring over that inter- the Twenty-secondDistrict;authorizing Port Huron of the National Whig Conventions of 1848 and of them he saw that the girl had sucesting testimony.Its shadow will go with to refund certain illegally assessed taxes — This 1852, and in the latter year was chosen a Presi- ceeded in getting her brother out of the keepp cool (keeps school).
dential elector. In 1854 he ran for Congress in water, but when she attempted to get
them by day and haunt their dreams dur- body discussed the Beard claim all the afternoon.
W JY are washerwomensilly people ?
House.— Numerous bills of only local importance the Thirteenth District of Ohio, and was electing the “ wee sma’ hours.”
out herself the ice again broke, and for Because they put out their tubs to catch
were passed, among others,to provide for the better ed. The law firm was then dissolved. He was
The minority report of the Committee protectionof life in theaters, concert halls, lectuse again elected to the Thirty-fifth and Thirty-sixth the third time both fell hack into the soft water when it rains hard.
on Railroads, relative to taxation of the rooms, churches, and public schools ; making appro- Congresses. Ho was the Republican candidate pond. Kraft reached the pond, and,
Why cannot two slender persons ever
Lake Shore and Michigan Southern, was priationsfor the current expensesof State Normal for Speaker of the latter, and, after an unpre- jumping in, soon had both children upon become great friends? Because they
School. The appropriation was put down to $17,3<H cedented contest, wanted only one or two votes
rendered by RepresentativeTurner, of from $18,000.
terra firraa. The girl, scarcely able to will always he slight acquaintances.
to secure his election.During that Congress
Ingham, Tuesday. Mr. Turner dissents
Saturday,March 10.— Senate.— Bills were he was Chairman of the Committee on Ways move, lay upon the ground looking anxChicago responded to Milwaukee’s
from the majority report in several very passed providing for two voting precincts in Calu- and Means. In 1860 he was elected to the iously at Kraft as he worked to restore
telephonies,and the aroma of cloves
important particulars. He does not be- met, Houghton county ; changing the name of Sable Thirtv-seventh Congress, but in 1861. on the the little boy to consciousness,which he
pervaded the receiving room for several
lieve the road should be assessed ns a township, Iosco county, to An Sable ; incorporating resignation of SenatorChase, he was elected by at length succeeded iu doing. By that
hours.
the village of Yassar ____ Also a joint resolutionpro- the Ohio Legislatureto the United States Sencontinuity, including all its branches. He
time Mrs. Shefferly arrived and the chilposing an amendment to the constitutionallowing ate and placed upon its most important comWhy is a drunkard hesitatingto sign
maintains that no part of the actual the Supreme Court the appointmentof its clerk—
dren were taken iu the house, both very
mittee, that of Finance.
“trunk line” lies within the Stab', this to be submitted to the people at the spring elecweak,
the boy’s condition being so se- the pledge like a skeptical Hindoo ? BeCARL 8CHURZ,
tion. 1878 ____ The Beard claim was ordered back to
and further that the Siate is bound by a the committee,with instructions to report back, Secretary of the Interior, who has been so rious that for several hours it was doubt- cause he doubts whether to give up the
worship of Jug-or-not.
contract to accord to the company cer- Many of the Senators seem to favor allowing about prominent in public affairs, was horn at Livlar, ful whether his life could be saved.”
$22,000of the JoO.OOOclaimed by the claimants.
They tell the story in New York
near Cologne, Prussia, March 2. 1829. He was
tain privileges, among which is the conHouse.— A majority report was made against the educated at the Gymnasium of Cologne and the
“that a man dressed in female clothes
dition that the specific taxes on the road
Gambler Devol’s Escape.
bill repealing the act organizing Gladwincounty, Universityof Bonn, which he entered at the age
had his sex discoveredliecause he
shall be assessed on the actual capital
and the bill was ordered printed and placed on the of 17. At the outbreak of the revolution of
A
correspondent of the Louisville thanked a gentleman who offered him a
and loans invested, and not in proportion general order. This bill will yet cause much dis- 1848 he conducted a Liberal newspaper, but.
(Courier-Journal writes from Milan,
seat.”
to the real paying value of the property. cussion .... The University Committeereported on a being concerned in an unsuccessfulatresolution instructing them to inquire into charges tempt to promote an insurrectionat Tenn. : Detained at this place, I made
He claims that the Legislature has no made that the allopathistshad taken possession of
Tins is the season of the year when a
the acquaintanceof Geo. H. Devol, the
constitutional power to amend the orig- the hospital at the university,to the exclusion of Bonn, he tied to the Palatinate and
man
steps on a loose brick in a spongy
homeopathists.The committee found the charges took part in the defense of Rastadt. On gambler. He is a gentlemanly-looking sidewalk and has a quart of mud squirted
inal contract.
the
surrender
of
that
fortress
he
escaped
to
sustained.The report was humorous and denunperson of 47, dark sandy hair, light sandy
The Committee on Stab' Affairs have ciatoryof the modest and unassumingallopathists. Switzerland. In 1850 he returned secretlyto
up the side of his best pantaloons as a
whiskers,beginning to show the silver,a
reported unfavorably on a bill to estab- The reading of the report by Chairman Mills was Germany and effected tlie escape o his comgentle reminder of the fact that gentle
quick, piercing gray eye, ruddy compatriot, GottfriedKinklo. Mr. Schur came to
lish an institute for the education and greeted with alternate applauseand laughter
spring is fast chucking winter out of its
Bills passed prohibiting the sale of prize-packages
plexion, is of good address, and a sweet
employment of erring and destitute girls. on railroad trains or elsewhere, and providing a this country in 1852. and. soon after, took an
lap.
active part in the anti-slavery movement in the talker. He was bom in Ohio, but for
The object of this bill was a good penalty for violationof the act, by a vote of 77 to 4. Northwest.He was an influential member of
Two sable philosophers took shelter
Monday, March 12.— Senate.— Twenty-one the Republican Convention of 1860, and spoke, thirty years has been a gambler. While
one, and I think the committee should
under the same tree during a heavy
operating
on
the
Shortline
road,
near
have reported it favorably, or at Senatorswere present.The whole time was de- both in German and English,during the canshower. After some time one of them
vass which followed. President Lincoln aj>- Lagrange, he won about $1,800 and five
least so as to place it before the Legisla- voted to the consideration of unimportant bills in
complained that
felt the rain.
gold
watches,
and
ended
the
game
just
as
pointed
Mr.
Schurz
Minister
to
Spain,
hut
ho
Ifcure for discussion.An appropriation committeeof the whole.
returned therefrom in December. 1861, in order the train was leaving Lagrange on its way “ Neber mind, "replied theother, “dere’s
House.—
Fifty-two
memls
rs
were
present,
who
for the establishmentof such an instituto enter the army. He took part in the to Cincinnati. The victims squealed ter- plenty of trees. When dis uu is wet
tion would be money well invested, and went into committeeof the whole, the entire time battles of the second Bull Run, Chancellorsville
being taken up on fast horses.The proceedingsof and Gettysburg,and retired at the close of the ribly, and proposed to have their treas- through we’ll go to de odor.”
even during the present hard times it
the two Inidies to-day can nearly lie said to have war with' the rank of Major General. In 1865-6 ure "or blood. They marshaled their
A teacher, wishing to explain to a litwould not be considered improvident if amounted to nothing.
Gen. Schurz was Washingtoncorrespondentof forces and drew their revolvers.Devol tle girl the manner in which a lobster
judicious care is exercisedin passing the
the New York Trilmne,and in 1867 he became skipped into the rear coach, locking the casts its shell when it has outgrown it,
other appropriations.Michigan is proud
editor of the WesUiche Post, a German newsBig Spiders.
door as he went. He then weut to the said, “ Wliat do you do when you have
of her many splendidState institutions,
paper, published in St. Louis. In 1869 he was
The samlH of the steppes of Cental chosen United States Senator in Missouri for rear platform, and, although the train outgrown your clothes? You throw
but the class of unfortunates above reAsia are the abiding-placeof many spe- the term ending in 1875. He opposed leading was running at the rate of thirty-five them aside, don’t you?” “Oh, no 1”
ferred to is entirely neglected.
cies of loathsome and poisonous “creep- measures of Gen. Grant's administration,and miles an hour, selected a clear spot and replied the little, one ; “we let out the
One of those very formal occasions
ing things.” Mr. Schuyler speaks of a took a prominent part in the organizationof jumped. He rolled over at a lively rah*, tucks.”
known as a “ joint convention” was in
phalange (Sotpuya arancoidcn), one of the Liberal party, presiding over the conven- but picked himself up unhurt, though
An organ was some time ago introtion in Cincinnati which nominated Horace
dulged in
Legislature,
Thursday afternoon to take ac- the long-legged spiders known popularly Greeley for the Presidency. He visited Eu- his late friends fired a volley at him from duced iu a parish church in the North of
ns the Harvestman, or the Gmndfather- roiie ill 1873, and again in 1875, being re- their -revolvers. He cut across the Scotland, and some of the members
tion upon the nominationsmade
Gray-heard, which has long hair, “and, ceived with much considerationin his native country and stmek the railroad at Lex- took offence and left. One of these soon
by the Governor to fill vacancieson his
when walking, seems as large as one’s country.
ington junctionand went back to Louis- after met another member and inquired
official staff’ (military) and on the Board
RICHARD W. THOMPSON,
two fists.” This formidable beast is givville.
“ hoo the organ was gettin’ on?” “O,
of Control of the Institutionfor the
en to biting when irritated,and with its Secretaryof the Navy, is a native of Virginia.
“ The closest place I was ever in in my fine,” was the answer ; “ jistblawin’ awa
Deaf and Dumb and the Blind. The
He was bom at Culpepper,in 1800. In 1819 he
jaws makes four little holes in the flesh.
went to Kentucky, and up to 1831 ho was a life,” said Devol, “ was in ’50. I was the chuff an’ keepin’ the corn.”
nominations were confirmed,as follows
The bite is poisonous,though not dead- clerk in a store at Louisville.In that year he coming up the river from New Orleans in
Adjutant General, John Robertson, of
The Pittsburgh Post says the roaring
ly. Its victim feels at first no more dis- went to Terre Haute, taught school and read the steamer Fairchild, and hud won a
* Detroit ; QuartermasterGeneral, S. S.
comfort than from the sting of a gnat, law, and in 1834 was admitted to the bar and great deal of money. The boat landed sound of a large well recently struck in
Mathews, of Pontiac ; Inspector Genelected to the Legislature, and for several years
but, after a time, the pain spreads over
at Napoleon, and about twenty-five of the oil region can be heard a distance of
was a member of that body, In 1837 he acted
eral, L. W. Heath, of Grand Rapids.
the whole body, and is accompanied with as Lieutenant Governor under Gov. Noble. He those killers there, who in those days did nine miles. This may be a lie, hut we
Trustees for Institution for the Deaf and
fever and great exhaustion. A Chinese was a Harrison Presidential elector in 1840. The not think any more of killing a man than onee knew a man struck in his lumbar
Dumb and the Blind, Chas. G. Johnson,
officer states, in his travels in Turkistan, some year ho was sent to Congress for two they did a rat, got aboard. I opened out region with his prospective father-inof Monroe, and J. M. Nesmith, of Kalthat the body of the largest Solpugas is years. ' He remained in private life until 1847, and won a good deal of money and four law’s hoot, and the roaring sound of him
amazoo.
when he was returned to Congress,and again
the size of a butternut ; and that of the
or five watches. Everything went along was heard over in the next townships.—
in 1849. PresidentTaylor appointed him MinSeveral thousand more of Michigan’s
smaller ones, of a walnut. Spiders of
smoothly enough until about 4 o’clock in Bu rl nylon Hawk-Eye.

—
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ho

by the

:

honored citizens were made happy by

ister

to Austria, and afterward Recorder of the

i

such dimensions, with their big, hairy Land Office at Washington, but he declined the afternoon,when they began to get
The following was recently written
appointments as Notaries Public yesterbodies lifted upon long, stout legs, must both positions. He was a prominent Whig, drunk. One of them said : ‘ Where is and sent by a distinguishedclergyman to
day. Every man who can furnish a cerbe as frightful an adversary as one supported Bell and Everett in 1860, and was that damned gambler ; I am going to kill his mother. It was sent on a postal
tificate of good character may enjoy the
author of the platform of that party. Lincoln
would be likely to encounter in any ex- tendered him a position as Judge of the Court him.' ‘ I’m with you,’ said another. ‘ I, card
benefit and reap all the rewards of fame
perience amid the haunts of wild animals. of Claims during his first term, hut he declined too,’ said another. And the whole party
Dear Motiikb
:

:

pertaining b) this popular office.

to accept. Since 1861 he has been an active rushed to their state-roomsand got their From Hwcet iMiata’a McrcJ song, chajiter 9 and
The Republican State Convention,
6,
Republican. He was a Presidentialelector pistols. I slipped up and got between Find verne
Widely Distributed Animals.
tliirtM!Uwords plcaao tako, and then the folwhich met at the opera house Wednesagain in 1864. This was the last public office
affix :
The family of rats is found in nearly he held. During the war he raised and drilled the pilot house and the roof. They From lowing
day, was the largest State convention
GcdchIh the 35th, vem 17th no more ;
searched the boat from stem to stem, but Then add
every
quarter,
and
hats
in
every
quarter,
four
regiments
of
Indiana
troops,
and
was
in
verse
26 of Kingn, book 2d, chapter 4;
ever held here. There were nearly GOO
command
of the camp at Terre Haute. In the did not think of looking under the pilot The last two verses,chapter 1, 1st l>ook of Hamuel,
of
the
globe.
None
of
the
larger
land
delegates in attendance. The convenCincinnati Convention last Juno he was the house. I whispered to the pilot when And you will learn what on this day your loving sou
tion instructed their State Central Com- animals are so widely distributed. mouth-piece of his delegation,and made the
befell.
he came to a bluff bank to throw
mittee to call the next State convention Among birds, the most extensively found speech nominatingSenator Morton for the
her stem in and give me the word and I
are swallows, kingfishers, pigeons, fal- Presidency.
Curious French Experiment.
on the same basis of representation.
would run and jump off. At about 6
CHARLES DEVENH,
The sudden change from mild spring cons, owls, rails, snipes, plovers, herons,
A curious as well as interesting series
Secretarv of the Navy, was horn at Charles- o’clock he gave me the word, and I ran
to severe winter weather makes it rather ducks, petrels, pelicans, and grebes. All
town. Mass., April 4, 1820, is a craduate of Har- and jumped. I wrts weighted down with of experiments, made in France, show
unpleasantfor visitors at the capital, of these are found in each of Mr. Wal- vard, and for manv years a lawyer. He was
the watches and gold I had won, and the approximately that the heaviest load a
though the splendid sleighing will Ik? lace’s regions, and also in each of their United States Marshal in Massachusetts from
distance was more than I thought, and I man of strength can carry for a short dissubdivisions.
Crows
and
swifts
are
uni1849 to 1853, under Fillmore, and entered the
enjoyed should it continue for a few
tance* is 319 pounds; "all a man can
versale except in New Zeahuid,^ and militarv service in 1861 as Major of a battalion of missed the bonk and stuck tight, waist
days.
carry habitually, as, for example, a soldeep,
in
soft
mud
at
the
water’s
edge.
rifles,
dosing
his
army
record
as
a
brevet
Major
Prof. McGraw, of ^Detroit, Thursday cuckoos except in the North of North General. He was appointed a Judge of the
dier his knapsack, walking on level
The
killers
saw
me,
and
as
the
boat
swung
evening enlightened the Legislatureand America. Among reptiles, snakes may Superior Court in 1869, and subsequentlyof the
out they opened fire. I could not move, ground, is 132 pounds, an extreme load
others making up an audience in Legisla- be mentioned ns nearly cosmopolites, Supreme Court. He was nominated for Govand the bullets whistled past my ear and it would seem, or he can carry an aggregate
tive Hall,
principlesof being found everywhere except in New ernor in 1862 by the Democrats against John A.
spattered mud and water all over my face. of 1,518 pounds over 3,200 feet as a
Andrew,
but,
being
at
that
time
in
the
field
“Heredity,” its special application being Zealand and the tropicalislands of the
commanding a brigadein the Sixth corps, did I had given the pilot $100 in gold, and day’s work, under like circumstances.
with reference to two bills before the Pacific; while geckoes, or wall-lizards, not come home. He was promoted to the comhe threw the boat out, so that I was out If lie ascend ladders or stairs, as do hodLegislature, one known as the “Cousin ere absent only from the North of North mand of a divisionsoon after, and severely
carriers, then he can carry but 121
A merica. Toads are dispersed over the wounded at Chancellorsville, whore he lost a of sight very quick.”
bill,” and the other intended to prevent
pounds continuously,and his day’s work
whole
world
except
Madagascar,
New
leg. Since the war he has taken no active part
early marriages.The lecture received
cannot exceed 1,232 pounds raised 3,200
The Reason of It.
many complimentsas an able scientific Zealand, and the Pacific islands; and in politics,and has been known as a consen afeet high. With regard to the effort and
tive
and
independent.
He
has
been
on
the
frogs have the same area with the addiA Connecticutwomau noticed her the velocity which a
production.
bench since 1865, and at the time of his apcan protion of Madagascar. —CViam&nV Jourpointment was a member of the Supreme Court husband blowing his breath lustily duce by pulling or pushing with his
L4>pi(ilatlveProceedings.
against the windows, and could not acof
*
arms, it has been found by these experiDAVID M. KEY,
Tuesday. March 6.— Senate.— The entire
count for it until she took up a paper he ments that, under the most favorable cirThe Whipping Post.
Postmaster General,is a native of Green counmorning smmou wag consumed in committee of th(
had laid down, and there read that “ in- cumstances, and for continuous work, an
The number of intelligentpei-sons who tv, Tenn., the county seat of which is Green
whole..,.lUjls were passed: To amend an actencrustations of frost upon window glass
ville, the home of Andrew Johnson. Mr. Key
effort cannot be gained exceeding from
advocate the re-establishment of that
titled “An Set to regulateand define the duties ol
can be prevented by the applicationof
is 54 years old, and a lawyer by profession. He
26.4 to 33 pounds .wised from 1.8 to 2.1
venerable institution seems to be unusuthe Judges of Probate in certain cases,"approvet
ranks in East Tennessee among the ablest. alcohol.”
April 15, 1873; to legaliie the tax roll of the town- ally large. They assert that the profesfeet per second, or about phone power.
From 1870, and up to his appointmentin 1875
ship of Grant, in the county of • Iosco,for the year
sional
criminal
fears
the
lash
more
than
by
Gov.
Porter,
of
Tennessee,
to
fill
the
vacancy
1876; to amend sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and l‘J of
The managers of the poor-farm at
chapter 67, being sections 2,116, 2,117, 2,118, 2,119, he does any other form of punishment, caused by the death of Andrew Johnson, Mr.
A Dahariscotta (Me.) boy sued his
Saugus,
Me., thought to make money
2,120, 2,121, and 1,127 of the compiledlaws of 1871.
except hanging, and argue that it is wis- Key presided as Chancellorof the Chattanooga for tlie institutionby going into the father for assault and battery, because
relative to the destruction of * wolves and
During the war he commanded a Condom to give criminals the punishment Circuit.
other noxious animals.
milk business. One of their peddlers the parent whipped him for plaving
federate regiment raised in East Tennessee.
House.— A large number of petitionswere read, of which they stand most in dread.
GEORGE w. M CRABY,
decamped with $400, and another has in- hookey. The boy won his suit ; at least
one from the ciUzcns of Detroit,praying for the apSecretaryof War, was bom in Evansville, Ind., curred debts of $180 for wliich the man- he got damages. But they were mode
Hamilton Fish will be 69 Aug. 3, in August, 1835, and went with his parents to
pointment of a Poor Commission in that city, to
with a skate-strap.
agers are responsible. '
Keokuk, Iowa, the next year. At the age of 20
takf the place of the Superintendent of the Poor.
.
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Citizens Meeting*

HOLLAND
CITY NEWS.
— —
- --------- —

_

Registration Notice.

_

The undersigned take the liberty to call
Saturday,
17, 1877. a meeting of their fellow-citizens,electors
of the citv, to discuss, prjpr to the ensuing
charier efcction and attending caucusses, a
BELLS IN CITIES.
few subjects, connected with the Public
Schools of the city, such as the continuThe following article, in the N. T. Ob- ance of the High School as a part of the
terocr, is of interest just now, while bell- Public Schools, the matter of taxation, etc.
Let the meeting be held at Kenyon’s Hull,
ringing is being agitated in this city:
on Wednesday evening,March 21.
“ The vestry of St. Mark’s Episcopal
Holland, Mich., March 18, 1877.
church, in the city of Philadelphia, had Jacob van Putten, W. Wakkkk,
Chas. Scott,
hung what is. sometimesculled a chime H. I).

March

Post,

of

bells, four in

number, in the tower of

Eyck, Nathan Kenyon,

James Ten

Spkietsma, E.

S.

the church, at a distance of not more than

G.
twenty yards from the houses on the op- T.
posite side of the street, and nearly on a

Hkrold,

-

Van Scuelven, A.

Fliktstha,
and many others.

Keitel,
-----

Free of Cost.

level with the roofs of the dwellings.
bells were

Dr. King’s

rung on every day in the

pass. We could not afford to give this
“ The conclusion to which wc are remedy away unless we knew it contained
brought by a review of the testimony is, the true merits we claim for it. Thousands
of hopeless cases have already been comthat from the level at which the hells of
pletely cured by it. There is no other
following

the decision of the judges:

is

Notice is hereby given that the Board of
Registration of the City of Holland, will
meet at the following places in said citv,
on Saturday, the 81st day of March, A. I).
1877, between the hours of eight o’clock
A. M. und eight o’clock P. M., for the
purpose of completing the lists of qualified
voters of the several wards of said city:

In the 1st Ward, at Engine Rooms,
No. 2;
In the 2nd

Ward, at

&

bleu

.

—

and

$~>0 or $100 per

Coun-

,•»

St. Mark’s are hung, and from their prox-

a:

HOMESTEAD $20 DINING HALL
SEWING
$20 MACHINE
“THE EYEB 2EAS7 AND 17EVE2 CUT OrOSCEB”

-

and

-

^^8 an

For Domestic use.

Will Table aad Fiituret Conjlstsonlj $20,

A perfect and uncqnaled, targe, strong and durable Machine, constructed elegant and solid, from
the best material with mathematicalprecision,for
Geo. II . Sipp.
Constant Family use or manufacturing purposes.
Always ready at a moment’s notice to do its day’s
R. Ranters,
work, never out of order, and will last a generaH. C. Matrau,
tion with moderate care; easy to understand and
J. W.
Board of
manage; light, smooth, and' swift running, like
W.
Registration of the well-regulated movement of a fine watch; Simple, Compact, Efficientand Reliable, with all the
O.
the City of
valuable improvements to he found in the highest
J.
Holland.
priced Machines, warrantedto do the same work,
the same way, and as rapid and smooth as a g75
G. H. Sipp,
Machine. An ncknowleged triumph of ingenious
Simon
J
mechanicalskill, essentiallythe working woman’s
Dated: Holland, March 10, A. D. 1877. friend,and far madvano of all ordinary Machines,
for absolute Strength. K liability und general usefulness; will Hem. Fell. Tuck. Seam, Onilt, Bind.
Braid. Cord, Gather, Ruffle, Shirr. Plait, Fold,
Scallop, Roll. Embroider, Run up Breadths,Ac.,
with wonderful rauldity, neatness and ease, sews
the strongest lastingstitch equally flue and smooth
through all kinds of goods, from cambric to several
The Farmers In this section, who want experi- thicknesses of broadcloth or leather,with line or
enced hand* forelock feeding, wood choppltg. and coarse cotton, linen,silk or twine. Gives perfect
general farm work, can be supplied
satisfaction. Will cam Its cost several times over
in a season in the work it does, or make a good
living for any man or woman who desires to use It
for that purpose; works so falthltil and easy the
servantsor children can use it without damage.
On applying by letter, or in person to the
Price of Machine with light table, fully equipped

In the 4th Ward,

—

week,

P. Schravcsande;

Common

—

AGENCY

RE AH

the Barber shop of

In the 3rd Ward, at the
cil Room;

-

at the residence of

Instance oM^hynter^rise of Ihe Propria-

cated at the Chicago Depot, hi* gueJts^have’ hern
entertained at the (able during the week with some
of the following luxuries and delicaciesof the season : Roast Turkey. Roast Chicken. Roast Tront.
Fried Buss, New Vegetables, Radi-hcs, Lettuce.Apples Oranges. Cellery, Ice Cream. Confectionary-Candies,Raisons, and Nuts.

The Only

Hotel in

first-class

Minderhout,

New Discoveryfor Consumption, Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis,
week, and most on Sunday, to the great
Ac., is given away free of cost in trial
annoyance of those in the neighborhood
bottles. II you have a severe Cough,
who were in good health, and to the posi- Cold, Difficultyof Breathing,Hoarseness
tive injury of the sick, as was testifiedin or any affection of the Throat or Lungs,
court. The neighbors appealed to the do by all means give this wonderful remedy a trial. As you value your existence
civil court for relief, and )hey got it. The
you can not afford to let this opportunity
These

W.

Holland.

Ciioplky,

Breyman, ^
Dykkma,
Schmid.

Trancient Guests Two dollars per day.

EMPLOYERS.

To

McVICAU.

J.

W. & H. ELFERDINK’S

-

medicine in the world that will cure oneAT
half the cases that Dr. King's New DisNO. 22 RIVER STREET,
covery will cure. For sale by Win. Van
it may he from other circumstances which
Putten, also J. 0. Docsburg, Holland,
- are not as yet accurately known or deterYoung Men's Christian Associa- for family work. $21. Half Case, Cover, Side
Michigan.
Drawers
and
Cabinet
Styles
each
at
correspondtion Free Employment Bureau,
mined— they cannot be chimed or rung
ingly low rates. Sale delivery guaranteed,free
The above firm make a specialtrof custom work.
from damage. Explanatorypamphlets illustrated
145 Fifth Avenue, Chicago,
without causing an annoyance to the
with cm ravings of the several styles of Machines, Guarantee satisfaction.Their' prices are low
iloticcjs.
J.
M.
HITCHCOCK,
Sup’t.
dwellers in the neighborhood, which, in
enough to compete with any house in the city.

FREE OF CHARGE.

imity to the surrounding buildings—and

£|jcmt

them who

the case of some of

of care, amounts

in need
ry,

stand most

injunction.”

“We wish

that this deefsion might be the

occasion of calling general attentionto

church bells In
cities. Something is to be said on both
sides of the question,but much, very
/ much against the necessity of them in all
ordinary circumstances. That they are,
to say the least, a superfluity is evident
the subject of the use of

isriE-w

Read This.

to a serious inju-

and should consequently be abated by

Just received from New York our new
and very large spring stock of Wall Paper
which we will sell very cheap at wholesale and retail, also a large and splendid
stock of Carpets. Call and see. You will
save money by buying of us.

2-2w
-

H.

MEYER &

Hardware Store
Cor. Eiohtii and Fish Streets,

-----

This Meat Market is

is

all civilized countries.

keep constantly on hand n completestock of General Hardware.Stoves, Glass, Nails. Farming Im
plemcnti.Carpenter'sTools and every thing else
belongingto our line of business.

for half an hour they rang the changes of

Full particulars,directions for preparation
and use, uud all necessary advice and instructions for successful treatment at your
own home, will be received by you by return mail, free of charge, by addressing

Du.

down and up — down
and up— until wc were glad to escape
from the neighborhood.There was no
earthly and certainly no spiritual necessi“ three blind mice” —

ty for the infliction.

A

Tiioraas’,it

Grace or

-

O

-

all but

is

|lcui Athtrttefractths.
Election Notice.
Clkiik’s Office, City of Holland, )
Friday, March 10, 1877. f

unendurable.

lo

So the large bells that strike every hour

who

t> those

reside in the immediate

vicinity,simply disturbers of their peace,

and to the sick they become a positive

the.

are not needed by day, and no

one wishes to be waked every hour in the
night merely to be Informed what time

it

is.

The Philadelphians have

made

a

good

Notice

even of

a

church to become a disturber of

who reside
in its vicinity. We should be glad to
have the evil of which they complained
restricted if not suppressed in our own
city, and the success of the movement in
Philadelphiaaffords encouragement to the
sufferersin this and other cities to make a
movement in the same direction.”
[Now,

a

good deal of this article

hereby given, that the annual charter
election for the Ciiy ol Holland, will be held on
Monday, the 2nd day of April next (being the Drat
Monday in April.) In the several ward* of aaid city,
at the places designated by the (Juimuou Council
as

plicableto our hell-ringing agitationat
nuisance— except

as

in so far as it

is

en-

tirely unreliable as a timekeeper. But

would it not be more desirableto get a
town clock and obviate the continuous

P. Schravcsande;

In the Thitd Ward at the
rooms;

Common

when

We

to

go

In the Fonrth Ward at the residence of Geo. II.
Sipp.
At said election the following officers and propositions are to be elected and voted upon

State Officers.

will an-

tions:
get

when

from his house in order to
gel to his work by the appointed time!
We will answer this by the undeniable
truth, that he keeps his own time, regardless

to start

of the

bell,

take to wake

shows that

for the bell don’t under-

him.

RAPIDS.

OtTt.jfh.JSlT>

;*

C-h
c-t-

»

and remains the popuEating House of Grand

-n

o

Uj

^

is

c!

t-4

J
X
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a

H
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E. J.

H3

X ^

O

—

’is

W
<

E. J. HAll

RIXGTOX.

rs

£. J.

HARRINGTON.

O *3

GC

fed

Meals got up to order any time,
and satisfaction guaranteed.

GIVE THEM A TRIAL.

Harrinton.
Drs.

new style of Poplins very

A

ANNIS & BROEK,

tn

Bosnian,

J. VV.

OYSTERS A SPECIALTY.

i-tf

E. J.

<1

rr

3
P
3
o

Merchant

Ashway Tweed for suits ami bleached
and unbleached muslins, cheaper than e$er

<

x o

<1

Breakfast 25 ets. Dinner 25
cts. Supper 25 cts.

Ready Made Clothing — and
Boots and Shoes at

a

S- ?r

n

HARRINGTON.

Buttons of every description from the
cheapest to the finest— ttnd many other
fineries, too numerous to mention.

x
£-

you want a square meal go
and try them.

a complete stock at

CQ

2!

Rapids.

and

<1

Tfl -!

tzi

c
H

.Tailor,

Dealer In all kinds of

Ready Made
AND

CUSTOM MADE CLOTHING
Moved

Into hi*

NEW BRICK STORE
One door West of VAN LANDEGEND 4 MELIS
and now offers a full line of goods and at such reasonable prices,that It will be to the advantage of
every due to come and Inquire. We have amp]*
facilitiesin our new quarters to make up clothing
at

short notice.

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

County Proposition.
In pnrannnceof a resolution of ihe Board of
Supervisors of Ottawa County, adopted by them
on the .Mb day of January, A. D. 1877, the following question is to he submitted to the elector,of
safd county for their adoption or rejection,viz:
“Shall the County of Ottawa purchase the Bridges
crossing Grand River in said County,known as the

Spring Lake and Grand Haven Bridgesand the
Lainont Bridge.”

City Officers.
One Mayor in the place of John Van Landegend
whose term of office expires.
One Supervisorin place of Derk Te Roller whose
term of office expires.

One City Clerk in place of John A. Roost whose
term of office expires.
One City Treasurer in place of Hendrikus Meengs
whose term of office expires.

Ward

For

the

F\rst

Officers.
Ward— One Alderman In place of

Glassware, Crockery, unsurpassed at the Cheap Store of
0pp.
E. J.

HARRINGTON.

--

For the Third Ward— One Alderman In place
of OtioBrcrman whose term of office expires, and
one Constable in place of Pieter Honing whose
term of office expires.

Cord-wood
for sale at
E. J.

&

Eastern Salt, Lime, Lath and Shingles
and other articles too numerous to mention,
at the store of

E. J.

HARRINGTON.

A Good opportunityfor h
E. J.

THE

FOR SALE.

Van Raalte’s Shoe Store. Hats & Caps

-

Oils,

City Lots for Sale
E. J.

A

Proper! ptionf carefully prepared at all hour* of
the day and night. Uur *tock ia all firpt-clasa, and
we offer It to the public cheap for caah.

We

inviteonr friend*and the public generally to
give u* a *harc of their patronage.
T.E. ANNIS, M. D.

richest patterns ever

E. J.

Cheap at

HARRINGTON.

and insertion at

the

opened here at an

great variety of

in

new

prints—

New

BOSMAN.
42-1 v

The undersignedwishes to inform his old frienda
and residents of Hollandand vicinity that being at
present located at Muskegon, he has roade’arrangemeats with Mr. tv’. Vorst. at Holland,at whosa
store.on River street,all Job work for binding can
be left. I have purchaseda new and completeHn«
of tools and slock and will furnish first-class work.
A.

CLOKTINGH.

1875.

HARRINGTON.

ROCHESTER SEEDS.

including Pansy and Verbena, for 25 ct*.
14 Choice varietiesandThe Tribute, BOcta. Vegetable Seed* substituted If preferred.

W. H,

Mention this

DEALER IN

the most beautiful

Paper

Boots and Shoes

EE ID,

Sochsiter,N. Y.
X.

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

HARRINGTON.

TUG FOR SALE.
T

A

AM

authorized to ‘ell the

Steam Tug “Gera”

on favorable terms. Inquire of

MANLY

varieties at

Holland, Feb.

17,

1877.

D.'

HOWARD.

Holland,Mich. Of the neatest styles and best qualities whiab
offer cheaperthan anybody else.

following describedLots In the City of
Holland. I will sell at the following prices:
E. J.
much safer, surer and accurate guide as a Lot 9, Block F, Lot 8. Block 0. West Addltfbn$17.1
each ; Lot 18, Block 8, Lot tt, Block 11, South West
time keeper. We say again, let the bell
Addition $178 each. Lots 1, «, 3. 4, 6 & « In Block
alone and get a town-clock. Why, the 23, as organised piat near the M. L. 8. depot at
$«5 each, except Lots 1 & 2 which are $80(1 each.
small villages in the Netherlands have a Also 8 lots Weat of First avenue at $125 each. The
Indurtroui yoonj man hai
A 8 Acre Fruit Farm containing aomeSW) bearing rcud® 'n«•loT0Dt^l, 'j1
will be sold for a small payment down. A’so
dock!
then, can’t we— i* city of above
the following Lota ®, 10. 11, 12. 18, and 14, in Block grape vine*, 100 Currant hnshe*; Htrawherrie*; canvaulng fbr* ih^li^tS^'lxiDOO“ ax’dOct!"price*!?!#
y.000 inhabitants—have a clock! Don’t K. Lots 2, 4, 5 and fi in Block H. The above will Peara. Apple, Quince. Che*tnnt, Mulberry,Apprl- per annora, Including a.:y one of the fine oil ohromoe,••On the
Juniata," “AmericanIl*rre»t,".or“Virgin Vesta," cachmw
he sold on long credit and small payments down. cot. Cherry and Peach trec*in bearing.
take a step backward! Progress must be
No money required down Inquire of
Apply to,
,^te?o75ounJ. VAN LANDEGEND.
Pictorial Printing Co., 74 A 78 Rand''lph
our motto!— Ep.]
M. D. HOWARD.
Holland, April 19‘
St*. C.HcagO. 4 pp. circulartree. Sample paper 6 cu.

A

W.

1876.

BOOKBINDING!

Muskeook,8ept. 3

Rald’irier»l Tribute, a hook of 90 page* with Colored Plate*,dercribciSfiOvArietleiMif
Flower*. Vegetable*. Bulbs, Ac. Price 10 cts. This with 6 pkta.

Ginghams, handsome patterns, at
E. J.

2,

Reid’s Fresh Flower Seeds,
HARRINGTON.

E. J.

A

and see our

call

J.

Worsted Dress Goods— some of

new lot of Embroidery

o

Goods.
Holland, Dec.

Grist Mill.

HARRINGTON.

-

Great Variety.

in

Give us a

astonishingly low price.

Lawns

ers; and on the other band that a good re-

Eighth Street.

and Fancy Articles.

Inquire of

A. Roost, City CUrk.

bell ringing is useless for labor-

86,

stove-wood Drugs, Medicines, Paints,

HARRINGTON.

For the Fourth Ward— One Aldermanin. place Styles of
of George II. Sipp whose term of office expires and
one ConstableIn place of Alford A. Finch whose
term of office expires.

John

No.

DEALERS IN

Kokus Ranters whose

This then abundantly

liable clock raised in a steeple would be a

>

s

cheap at

For the Second Wfard— One Alderman In place of
Johannes W. Minderhout whose term of offim
expires and one Constablein place of

stop.

<

H
M
*
b M
U) H
M
>
ji

HARRINGTON.

The Choicest Groceries

the University, and one Justice
of the Supreme Court, whose terms of office will
begin on the first day of January.A. D. 1878.

How does that man know when to
up, when to get his breakfast,and

to

£
©
&h

O

Two Regents of

this by putting the following ques-

swer

and when

Streets.

:

term of office expires, and
one Constable In place of Charles Odell whose
term of office expires.

to work

co
-i
31

r
Corner Monroe and Ionia

S

^ *

24, 1877.

Cougcll

One City Marsh0 1 in place of Pieter Honing
whose term of office expires.
salary, than to go back to the old and exOne Justice of the Peace for lull term in place
pensive way of announcing that it is din- of Henry I). Post whose term of office expires.
Two School Inspectorsfor full term In place of
ner time— regardless of the true time. Thomas E. Annls and Henry Ulterwijk whose
The argument is offered, that the working terms of office expire.
people are at a loss to find out

BRAAM.

O

CC

follows:

is ap-

present;not that our bell has got to he a

CO 3

MORTON HOUSE BLOCK,

Flannels of every description and color very cheap at
E. J.

A

CROSBY’S
This

in

beginning by calling in question the right
the quiet and comfort of those

New Dry Goods.

Electors of the. City of Holland:

In the First Ward at the rooms of Fire Engine
torture. If the question of utility were Company
No. 2;
started it would be difficult to define the
In the Second Ward at the Barber »hop of

use. They

J.

M

a Trial.

VAN DEN BERG
Holland, Feb.

^

Sluiter’sStore, two doors

Come and Give us

Promptly

JOHNS. BURNETT,

St.

in the day and every hour in the night are,

in

and every tiling else belonging to that line of
business. Full weights and good qualityis our
standing rule.

Tinware very Neatly and

Louisville, Ky..

ally, but ibis unmusical din every day in
the year

ELFERD1NK.

£

107 Jefferson Street,

a pleasure to hear occasion-

is

H.

&.

H-4

real chime, like

that of Trinity church, or

W.

ui

Fresh Pork, Salt Fork,

1877.

kind. Twice every day, for fifteen
minutes, and three times every Sunday

8,-ly

Meat Market.

- --

of any

Short Notice.

Consumption, that scourge of humanity
East of L. T. Hunters’ Book Store. They keep on
The undersignedban opened a hardware store In
the great dread of the human family, in the old stand of G. J. Harerkate, where he will hand a choice assortmentot fresh meats, and also
keep

bell

which there is neither music nor melody

Repairing neatly done and at

No. 76, Eighth St.

Repaired.
icine. T wenty-eight years experienceas a
for a know- busy practioner, in the best Consumption
o
ledge of the time for going to church. Hospitals of the Old and New World,
Probably not one person in a hundred is has taught me the value of proper medica- Call and see and give us a share
guided by the sound of the church-going tion, both local and constitutionalin the
Cure of this great enemy of our race. I
of your Patronage.
hell. On the other hand, to those who have found it. But I am digressing. I
J. VAN 1>EU VEEN.
liye in the vicinity of a heavy hell, or of started out to say to those suflering with
Holland, March 10,
4-Gm
one of those misnamed chimes of three or consumptionor any of the above maladies, that by addressingme, giving sympfour bells, It becomes an unmitigated nuitoms, they shall be put in possessionof
sance. \V<? once ha*d the misfortune to this great boon, without charge, and shall
reside directly opposite the so-called have the benefit of my experiencein
chimes of Trinity Chapel in this city, in thousands of cases successfullytreated.
dependent upon a

They keep constantly or hand a choice varietyof
Ladies and Children shoes and gaiters.

To Consumptives.

I feel confident that 1 am in possession
ol
the city churches have bells. Public of the only sure, infallable Remedy— now
kuown to the profession—for the positive
clocks arc so numerous, and when a famiand speedy cure of that dread disease,and
ly clock may be had for a dollar the its unwelcome coucomitauts,viz. Catarrh,
houses even of the poor are so well sup- Aathmi, BronchitU, Nervom Debility, Ac.,
&c. I am anV)ld fogy. I believe In medplied with monitors of the hours, that no
Is

- Michigan

Co.

from the fact that comparatively few

one

references, variety of sewing. &c., mailed free.
Confidential term a with liberalinducenA-nts to enterprising Clergymen, Teacheis, Business Men,
Traveling or Local Agents. Ac., who desire exclusive Agencies, furnished on application.Address
John H. Kendall A Co., 421 Broadway, New York.
2-ly

Holland,

I

Harrington.

F0RSALE.

Why

V.

„

1

Makes Custom Work a
Specialty.
D. B. K.

VAN RAALTE.

>iun

Wfdnksday was

Wantkd— A ord of cord wood in pny
for the Nkws.
Don’t

To-dat— St. Patrice’s Day.

foriret

A

the Township Caucus on

Thursday, the 22nd

a

day of prayer

>TEW

in this

city and vicinity,for the crops.

H. Wijklmijsen,

public school was opened at Crook

City, Black Hills, on the 1st of March.

Inst.

ItilHfciS,

Come, Irishmen!turn out and celebrate!

in!

Fall

Nearly

Fall in!!

Japan

to

W.

Finch

II.

is

They

$200,000 in trade dollars went

guests.

around atrain after hav-

ing been dangerously

ill

The

with lung fever.

latest news from

Grand Haven

in-

dicates that Mr. E. P. Ferry is gradually
It

is

rumored that Mr. P. Pfanstiebl and

R. J. Harriugtou are to start

4
¥

plains. The horse thieves are the invited

one steamer last week.

in

are holding neck-tie parlieson the

recovering.

A rackwoods shoemaker puts blue glass
windows in the box toes of his clients’

MATERIAL

boots to cure corns.

a shingle
Over one and a half million dozen eggs
were shipped from Nashvilleduring the

mill in this city.

Oun spring election is being talked up month of February.
some quarters, aud ns many slates arc
On Tuesday last five sleigh loads
made as demolished.

Yesterday afternoon

ano'her excursion

passed through town, numbering 13 sleighs

loaded with people

in

of

A late book

is entitled

young folks improved their opportunityof with insects.” What a

John Jacomnskn was
victed

tried

and con-

taking another sleighride.

one can have with

“Half Hours

lively

Just Received at

half hour

a bee!

on Thursday in the Circuit Court
No new

of small-poxhave made
Bai.dhkadei) men art* so numerous in
their appearance in Grand Haven since the Chicago that an audience iu that city is
Prop. Gee's Band went to Zeeland on death ot Mr. 0. P. Storrs.
said to look, when viewed from above, like
Thursday afternoon last, for a sliegh ride
a cobblestonepavement
Ttiw weather has remained cold and
—perhaps the last one of the season.
i rough during Hie past week, and the month
The Ottawa county circuitcourt, I). J
The alterations,Jn the city charter, j of March don’t give any signs of letting Arnold, judge, convened at Grand Haven,

f)f this county, for burglary.

-

1

Common

petitionedfor by the

Council, up

have beeu adopted by the State Legisla-

yet.

We

on Monday

noticed Kev.

R

Pielers out on

for

ty-two cases, Includingfive criminal.

Rapids, Bcpt. 25. 20,27 and 2$.

Lee

Cot,

family, the third lime wtihin about a year,

The German Gov-rnmeni has appro-

us out of a difficulty.

marks

priated four and a half millions of

lins and Neal Maloy have

lor additional buildings to

ar-

“ale cheap.

llic

his recent illThe Maharaj di ot Cashmere has Imness.
He
looks
remarkably
well under ported from France 250,000 vines, for the
We are informed tint Mr. Peter Pfanstiehl will move back to this city, lie the circumstances.
purpose of growing grapes in bin terriseems to be success ‘'ill in stalling slavetories and ineiyng ihe manufactuieof
The hext union fair of the Kent Agrifactories.
wine as an indiMry.
cultural and Grand River Ilorficullund
We appeal to those of our subscribers societieswill he held in ihc city of Grand
Death has again entered Carl Schurz's
good

No. 52, Eighth Street.

last, wi'b a calendar of seven-

the University

home again from Texas. They re- 1 of Strashhrg, which are to accommodate
port Texas to be a beautiful State, and 1,500 students.
peach trees in full bloom when they leftEarl Dudley, a man of sixty, offered to
hut wages very low, too low for non-resibet five thousand pounds to five that the
dents.
son of Nafioleon 111. would be otficially
List of letters remaining in the Post proclaimedEmperor of France during the
Office at Holland Mich., March 15th, 1877: EnrPs life-1 W. ThePrinceof Walesand

of

Ihe loss

his wife

and

father being

CALL AND SEE

USTEWS

street for the first time since

come up soon and do Uro
tfiingx: Pay their own debt, and help

—

THE

Mr. .1. Alber* will attend to his Clock mid Jew
dry bUKlnow,mid Mr. Wljkhuljwn loihe Watches.
However, each of diem will wait on Hie pub Ic lb
absence of the other. They hove a large and bean
dlul “lock of Clocka and V\ utchoa, which they offer

ture.

that m/vj ns to

Offers bln service* n*«iich to the public and wlH
guaranteehb< work for nio<lcral<‘ rhurue*. liaviuff
been engaged Tor some time past for MesHr*. .lotdln
I'reynmn,bar now tinned for hhirclf In tht
“lore of X; J. ALBLE3. at

cases

Holland, Mich.,

H. WlJKIILTJaKN,
J.

has

been

sbnring his St. Louis

A

'Herb.

NEW FIRM!
JOB OFFICE.

now

(x.

followed by that of his venerablemother,

who

Sent. 25. 1876.

Van Fatten.

home

since her husband'sdeath.

rived

At Mycence a Irog jumped out of one of
the unearthed stone coffins, and, Dr.
Our facilities for Jol> PrintScbilicmann is said to have immediately
soliloquized, “To think that my eyes have ing are uneqnaled in this city,
«
looked upon a living contemporaryof
Aranuminon. Hector, and Hecuba, and and we are at all times prepar-

Having succeededthe late Arm of 0. Van Pnttew
A Co., at the “anie Maud and in the aninc biiHinean
winbe* to advert ice through the celuinim of thfe
Nkwk hi* mock of

Dry Goods,
llats Si Caps,

Groceries,
Crockery,

1 1

&

Hinckley

W.

(’. Miles,

Miss

Bekciieh’s Christian Union says: “The ed to

Seamans, Henry

Ida

A man went into a photographic gallery

Smith.

Wm
The
J)e

I

nt Stockton, Cal

VeubkkkP. M.

,

to sit for his likeness,

and borrowed the proprietor’s watch and

executive committee of the Holland

;

chain to adorn his person while having

Union are out with an article

j

his picture taken,

Soldiers’

Id1 under,

in

disapproving the slurs the 1 took ihe

(Jmndwt attempted

throw on that

to

ganization, by attackingCol.

an abusive way.

We

or-

that society to a

qneiors. Frederickthe Gre ii

the inventor In one of his

PRICES ARE LOW.

had

a most

haitlvs. a battalion of voter

A prompt delivery free of charge, colt

ALL KINDS OF

dodging investigation.

he relied upon.

----

Awomvn
who

supports her childrenId

hud

was asked, several days ago, by

workman

in

tiT CALL AND SEE.

in Rnckport, Massachusetts,

G.

work,

Holland, Aug.

a lellow

purse for a “ poor woman.” She had onthem, bawling out:— “Why ly sixty cents left to arry her thr -ugli the
who became noted ns the inventor of a do you rur away, you old blackguards? nvnth, hut she gave twenty -five cents. A
method for teaching deaf mutes to speak 1 Do you want to live for ever?”
little later the person returned ami told
and of a universal system of phonography,
-------the woman the purse was meant lor her,
Mrs. Lanagan was ailing,and called the
is now living in Bnir.tford, Ontario.
and handed her $25.
in Scotland. His lather, Prof. A. M. Be!l, loped after

JOB PRINTING Mark

HOLLO WAV

doctor to minis'er to her infirmities.

t

con | soothingdraught and

a blister

on

finned, and gives pretty general sutufac- ! was prescribed. CaJing the next

A

the chest
day, the

lion throughout the whole Union. Even j doctor inquired whether she hud applied
the radical wing of the Republican

party

the blister as directed, and

wh

'her

it

rose,

---

--

Promptly and Neatly

Caff. Boyton h is just succeeded in
swimming across the arm of the sea which
separates the island of Caprero from the port

mences

first-rate,anil

we hope he will con-

tinue in that same spirit— thus

we

will

last, who

suspici ais.

Upon

rose, and faith doctor,

I put it

on

that

;

it’s

but sorra a rise
sticking there

dirty job, and had prepared themselvesby
the

by”

American and Italian colors, accompanied

many

thousand spectators, witnessed his

landing.

iEtna

moving.

0

1

It is a fine

House. The parliesseem to belong in the
luncheons are improvised in order to exneighborhoodof South Haven. They in Ihe old “Orphan II"U>e.” The energy
patiate on its merits. Deities of kitchens
were arraigned before Justice Van Scbcl- ,,n^ enterprise that has created this new
are app • seel by presents, to sacrifice the
ven, on a charge of conspiracyto go on a j (,<lifiee t* highly commendable. Ii is now
claims of the family butcher, and housewheat stealing expedition in the Township J *n ('r,*er ,0 Pr,‘serve this old “Orphan
wives undertake omnibus journeys to the
of Fillmore, who postponed the trial tin- 1 llouse” fulurtJ *“»niiratinnof our “unice cold stores in Cannon street, valiantly
til Monday next, on account of the neees- tiquJ'cs.’
j

It

is

proposed to erect

a statue to

Arago horror of conductors and

in Paris. The wonder is that the great as-

Our

Public school interest is on the

boards and

is

been paid— curtailingof expenses is the
of argument. However, before any-

thing is

done

in

that

/o*

(J

by-the Second Empire that Napoleon III.

exempted him from taking the oath of

al-

For cutaneous Disorders
And all eruption* of the skin, this OintmentIn
most tnvul lahle. It does not heal externally nlons*
but penetrate* with the most searching effect* tft

Invariably cure the following diseases

COMMERCIAL
PRINTING

the annoyance

The ninth regular meeting of

Inal! diseases affectingthese organs, whether
they secret too much or two 11. tie wstcr; or
whether thov lie afflicted w ith stone or gravel, ot
with aches and pnlm> settled In the Uiins over tht
regions of the kidneys, these PIMs should
he tuk
i'n«
cn according t-i the printed dirertlon*, and the
Ointment thonld he wc I rubbed into the small of
the hack at bed time. This Meatmen! will give
almost immediate relief when all other mean*
have failed.

at

the

dence of Mr.

Wednesday

resi-

LKTTKll UK ADS,

XOTK HEADS,

legiance— the sole functionary thus ex-

lino,

•

•

DILL HEADS,

STATEMENTS,
ENVELOPES,

•.

IMPORTANT CAUTION.

vnciE LISTS,

«

CARDS,
TAOS, du

None arc genuine unless the signature of J. Haydock. a* agent lor the United Blaus, Mirtfnnnn
each box ot PiDs, and Ointment. A handsome reward will be given to any one renderingsuch Information as may lead to the detectionof any
party or parties countet felting the medicines or
vending the s.*me. knowrlng them to be spuilons.
r-old at the mat ufnc’on of ProfessorHollo
wa * Co.. New York, a d by all resmctabledniigls's and dealers In medicine throughout the clvflI red world, Inboxes atlftctnts, 62 cents aud $1.
each.
MTThere is considerablesaving by taking tht
larger sires.
B.— Directions for the guidanceof patients la
every disorder are affixedto cacr box.

N

Programmes,

Office, 112

to him, to the tolerance which, at the time in prose, entitled“Spring Fashions” was
towns in this State, who of the wais of religion, the House of read by Miss Nellie Wakker, who always
pay more, and some of them twice as Orange proclaimed and practised in the succeeds well, in whatever she undertakes.
much as wc do. Curtail expenses where Netherlands.M. Ernest Kenan defended This terminatedthe exercises of the evenyou can— but let us not begin with our ed- at length the memory of the philosopher ing. The Club, considered the question

Order.

No medicinew ill so effectuallyImprove the ton*
of the stomach as these I’lPs : they leniove a'l acidity occasionedeither by luteiiiperancet Improp
erdlet. They reach the liver and reduce l! to a
henlthy action; they are wonderfullyefficaciousIn
cases of spasm-ln fact they never ’all in cuiluff
all disorders of the liver and atomach.
HOLLOWAY'S PILLS r.rcthe belt known inthn
world for the following diseases:Ague. Asthma,
BillliVtisComplaints.Blotehes on the hkln bowelw,
Consumption.
» (jiitumiMiirii. wl'uiiim,
I)-opsv,I'ysenu-ry.
I’ysentcn. iI ry•
fy •Debllltv, ijxipsv,
**sliielas, Female Irregularities.
Feme' of all kinds,
Fits. O ut. Headache. Indigestion.Inflamallon,
Jaundice,Liver Complaints.Lc
umhngo.
‘
P»les. Rheumatism. R tentinn of urine. Bcrofaln or Klng’n
Evil, Bore Throats, Htone and Grave). Tic Donlouieux, Tumors, Ulcers, Worms, of all kinds, Weakness from any cause, etc

the

Shakespearean Club, was held

;

DlSORDEhS OF THE KIDNEYS.

For Stomachs Out of

of fellow passengers.’’

Pfansttehl, on

hm

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS

evening last. The exercises varied somewe would rewhat from the usual programme. Miss G.
empted. The pecuniarily of Arago’s lesspectfully invite our citizens to go and see
W. Geary, who was appointed at the presons lay in his bringin.! h »me the truths of
our school for themselves, fund we can asvious meeting to arrange the programme,
astronomyto minds totallyunacijuainted
sure them a kind reception) you wilLthen
assigned select readings from the various
with mathematics.He was decoratedwith
find a miserable dilapidatedschool house,
poetical authors, instead of choosing a
all the important orders of Europe, yet
which will speak for itself, and, in regard
such was bis democratic, and perhaps play from Shakespeare,as has been hereto shortening up of teachers or their salatofore done. The music, with which the
philosophic, disdain for these distinctions,
ries, you will, no doubt, be impressed
exercises were interspersed, was excellent.
that he never, wore any of them; be said
with the idea, that a class of 70 to 100
“they were toys only suited for while Thi! first selection read, was the “ Angels
scholars is not alone plenty, but entirely
f Buena Vista” by Whittier,which was
niggers.”
Yoo mucli for any one person to do justice
read by Miss Kate Garrod. Longfellow’s
to. Wc have such a heavy proportionof
The Dutch Academy of Arts and Scien- "Wreck of the Hesperus” was read by
hcIkhM children to our population—and ces held their meeting at the Hague in Chas. B. Scott “ The Bridge” from the
steadilyincreasing—that if we want to honor of Spinoza on Feb. 21. Prince Al- same author was well rendeicd by Mr. A.
have the honor, or luxury, to afford them j exander of the Netherlands was present, H. Dutton. II. M. Ferry followed with
an opportunity for learning, the expenses The President, Gen. van Limburg-Stirum, “The Brook,” from Tennyson, in his
must necessarily be heavy and steadily in- recalled the fact that Hollaud owes the usual expressive style. “The Death of
creasing, and this expense is outside of a honor of counting Spinoza among her the Old Year,” also from Tennyson, was
new building. It is true, our taxes ate children, and the right of raising a statue recited by Miss Ida Furber. A selection
drift

Laws
(J

tronomer aud no-surrenderRepublican has

being talked up consider- never yet so glorified.He was respected

ably. Since the recent high taxes have

ilil

“I enclose a dollst ; yonr price i* 2ft cents, bat
the mudh-ine to me I* woith a dollar."
“Bend me five boxes of your Pills."
Let me have three boxes"of your Pill* by return
mail for I’hllls and Fever."
I have over !<0i) sneh te*timonlnba* these,
want of epace compels me to conclude.

the very root of the evil.

bringing borne sirloins in b skets, to the

tary absence of the ProsecutingAttorney.

'

Fife! I

A London paper says: "The latest eccentricity, next lo the new yellow color,
addition ti Ihe Hope Col ege property, and
invaluable, to dark beauties and fatal to
will, no doubt, he appreciatedby theem-j
jtipyes of Do Hope, who have mi fierceila fair one.**, D American beef Dinners are
great deal of ann'iyttnde and incontenieuce arranged for the purpose of tasting it;
will be the signal for

inquiry it was shown

a couple of lamps from

\
weather

new printing office lor Hope Col

THE

boats, dressed with flags and carryingthe

him, and King Victor Emmanuel, with

looked and acted very lege is finished.The first tine

that they were prepared for almost an)

fitealiug

it

The

tramps were picked up on Wedncs

day night

Inx, and

yet.”

have reform after all.

Two

a

IN

FILL

chronic."
‘•I gave one of your PHI* to my babe for cholflta
morhua. The dear little thing got well In a dayT*
“My nau*ea of a morning I* now cared."
“Your box of Holloway's Ointment cured me at
noise* In the head I rubbed *ome of your Ointment behind the ear*, and the nolae ha* left."
• Smd me two boxes; 1 want one forapoor fa»

of Naples, a distance of nearly 20 miles.

in the U. S. Senate is backing down from J “Why, thin, doctor dear, the divil a chist He was about sixteen and one-halfhours
its antagonlltic spirit. Hayes com- had I to put it on, but I had a little bit of in the water. A number of steamers and

’S

"1 liuilno appetite; Holloway'sPill* pave mu a
hearty one."
‘•Your PHI* are marv* Ilona."
*1 send for another box, and keep therq In the
hottae."
“Dr. Holloway ha* cured my headache that w«

j

has been

these Facts.

The Testimony of lfw Whole World,

|

President Hayes’ cabinet

VAN PUTTEN.

2, 1876.

the mill, to a d in making a

aus having lakon to th-or heels, he gal-

of the telephone, was born in Edinghurgh,

The Goods are fist-class

affairs

proposed invesligaiion

by the State Board of Charitiesis like a

effect of

philosophic indifference to death— m othen.
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THE OLD CANOE.
BY AIiBRBTPIKE.
WUerc «ir rorl'itarc gray and the shore irftrteep,
And the waters below look dark and deep,
Where the rugged pine, in Its lonelypride,
Lrane gloomily over the murky tide,
Where the reeds and rushes are long and rank,
And the weetln grow thick on the winding bank,
Where Uie ifliadowia heavy the whole day through,
' There lies at its mooringsthe old canoe.
The uselcw*paddlee are idly dropped,
lake a sea-bird’« wings that the stormn had lopped,
And croeeed on the railing one o’er one,
like the folded hand* when the work is done ;
While busily back aud forth b* tween
The spider stretrheahia silveryscreen.
And the solemn owl, with bis dull “ too-hoo,”
'Settles down on the aide of the old canoe.
The stem, half stink in the slimy wave,
Jtota slowly away in ita living grave, ,
And the green moss creeps o'er its dull decay,
aiding its molderiug dust away.
Like the band that plants o’eWthe tomb a flower,
Or the ivy that mantles the falling tower ;
While many & blossom of loveliest hue
Springs up o’er the stem of the old canoe.

reproachable; and when I say that he ance ; and, as his wife, it was incumbent
I need not give all the details of Uncle
was a general favorite wherever he went upon me to dress as well and as fashionJocelyn’svisit. Suffice it to say that it
it may be surmised that in my opinion ably as I could.
was one of martyrdom that afternoon to
he was, if not quite perfect, very akin to
So tilings went on ; and before we had me ; and it was a positive relief when his
it. For myself, I was passable— per- been married two years I need hardly say
kind old face vanished ami I foimd myhaps a little more than that — but I was
we were hopelesslyand horribly in debt. self alone once more. He had gone away
penniless until ravmotner died; so it
To retrench seemed utterly impossible. no doubt thinking our lines were ij very
was a very astonishing thing to me how I hardly knew where our extravagance
pleasantplaces, feeling assured not only
so desirable a parti had fallen to my lot.
lay ; but the fact remained, we were liv- of our prosperity, but our happiness.
He was certain to get on— tlie senior ing far beyond our income; our bills Poor deceived Uncle Jocelyn ! He little
partners had been known to say so themwere never-ending, aud every day we knew that I was just longing to throw
selves. Consequently our start in life were sinking deeper and deeper into the
myself into his arms and make a clean
promised to be a fair one. And to be
mire. To add to our difficulties,a nurs- breast of all our extravagance and consebrief, we were married. Our honeyery had been established,and, though quent troubles. How I envied him going
moon was of comparatively short dura- one might imagine so small an addition
back to quiet, peaceful Conington ! How
tion, but it was long enough to cost
was not a serious one, it cost us no trifling I wished Henry aud I were just one-half
Henry, as I afterwards learned, some- sum. I could not have endured to see as happy as he was.
thing like £40, which was a considerable
my baby badly
How
could I
However,
just
J dressed.
--------- -. --- our
--- struggle then was
"IIO JUOli
out of £300 a year ; for it had not ochave seen it go out except in tho sweetest ; beginning, for we sank deeper ami deepcurred to him to lay by any spare cash
and freshest of garments ? So it was | er. It was like a quicksand— the more
for those unavoidable expenses. I had
duly adorned in the whitest ami prettiest . we struggled the deeper we got. We
felt rather uneasv at the expenditure,
tilings, which insured
satisfactory flare not openly retrench— we lacked the
but it was too early days to venture on
amount of patronage for our laundress, mtral courage ; and our private attempts
any remonstrance had I been so inand most appallingbills for me. How- were the merest drops in the ocean of
clined ; we were sure to live very quietever, we managed to keep afloat in some that mighty sea into which we had driftly when we once settled down, and could
wonderfulmanner ; but Henry was be- ! efl, simply and solely because we hail at
easily then make up for any little exginning to have a strangely careworn | the outset ignored the golden rule, so untravaganceof which at the outset we had
lock, to which I could not blind myself. pressed upon me by Uncle Jocelyn, to
been guilty. We were to live in LonHe was worried and harassed. ‘ His live within our means and to pay ready
don, and we were fully agreed ou one
business was all right ; but there were money. And what had all our extravapoint ; lodgings were not to be thought
bills to be met, difficulties to be disposed gance done for us ? We had a large visof ; we must have a house of our own.
of which he could not quite see the iting list, and I periodicallypaid » host
The prospect of possessing one jointly end of.
of visits, always hoping to find my friends
with Henry was very pleasant to me. I
from home. We had a rpretty
house.
To
outward
appearance,
however,
v ------pictured an endless fund of amusement
seemed a very prosperouspair. 0lir j aufl were able to entertain as elegantly
and occupation,too, in furnishing ami
house was now as elegant as our neigh- ‘ U8 our neighbors. I had heaps of fasliadorning it ; but the mansion had still
bors’.
thousand costly
to be selected • so onr first
,,orH- I
1 had
lml a
11 thousand
costly little 1 ional)^eA1688**8 and useless finery
— „ ;, and
----to find one to suit us the next to net into tnfleH l7inK nl,()ut tlu‘ Am wing-room, got | Heni7 waH m Perfect as ever m my eyes;
it as soon as
^ ' from time 40 time> unA* 118 usual, not l,ut. wt: were 1)otJlmiserable ; debt stared
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rentierswaters are dead aud still,
But the light wind plays with the boat at will,
And lazily in and out agaiu
It floats the length of the rusty chain,
like the weary march of the hands of time,
That meet and part at the noontide chime ;
And the shore is kissedat each turning anew,
By the drippling bow of the old canoe.
cur

i

Oh, many a time, with a carelesshand,
I have poshed it away from the pebbly strand,
And paddled it down where the stream runs quick.
Where the whirls are wild and the eddies are thick,
And laughed as I leaned o’er the rocking side,
And looked below in the broken tide..
To see that the faces and boats wen* two,
That were mirrored back from the old canoe ;
Bat now. as I lean o'er the crumblingside,
And look below in the sluggish tide.
The, face that I see there is graver grown.
And the laugh that I hear has a soberer tone.
And the hands that lent to the light skiff wings
Have grown familiar with sterner things ;
But I love to think of the hours that sped.
As I rocked where the whirls their white spray
shed,
F,r« the blossoms waved, or the green grass grow
'er the molderiugstem of the old canoe.
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I shall never forget the two days that
followed after I wrote and told my
mother ; on the third, when I was almost
stupefied with the magnitude of our misfortunes, and during Henry’s (poor
Henry certainly had the hardest part to
bear, for he could not stay quietly at
home) absence had shut myself up in
my room, some one knocked at the door,
and, in answer to my veiy subdued
“Come in,” it was gently opened, and
not Sophy, as I had anticipated, appeared, but the familiar, friendly face of
Uncle Jocelyn.

“My

poor child!” he exclaimed—
and he folded me in
his arms with all the tendernessof a
father. “ I only heard of it this morning,” he said, “and I started off immediately. Cheer up, Kate ; don’t grieve
your old uncle by tears. Things can’t
be past mending; and I wouldn’t be
here if I hadn’t come to help you.”
Aud how he helped us! Without
“

my

a

word

little Kate !”—

of

anger or reproach

to Henry’s and

my

faithfully,not sparing

he

story ;

listened

we

told

or attempting

it

to

justify ourselves for our culpable conduct ; and when all was confessedhe
simply wrote a check for the full amount
of our liabilities. The total was a serious one, but we were saved not only from
the disgrace but from Henry’s dismissal
from a partnership which afterward was
the means of our possessinga fortune
far beyond what we had ever in our
rosiest imaginings dreamed of.
By Uncle Jocelyn’s advice we sublet
Amberley Villas and retired to a more
roomy house in a less expensive and less
fashionable locality; we sold all our superfluities, which

had become actually
once more

hateful to me, and we started

with

—

READY MONEY.

i

a

small but certain income.
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smallnessof its size-ana it was extreme°m' ‘ni'om(‘
done; ™ul“bo“8
agreement will, him ; j quire a far more eloquent pen than mine
______
ly small — was rather an advantage
j but
't was too late now; we must trust to
°f hl8 embarrassment to desenhe. He often came to
see ___
us,,
otherwise
as
it
would
reouire
so
little
i Home go<xl fortune turning up. Henrv
110
flo11''1 1 "0’ilA injure him greatly, and aud never had cause to regret the gener“So yon are going to be married,
and Jot™r7ould be
partaers meant to
them consider themselves ous help lie had so readily extended to us
Kak i Well, I hope you have made a
ply sufficientfor our establishment , Promote llim. anA if they were realized jushfaedin perhaps something far more in our need, for lie saw how thoroughly
wise choice.”
’ we should be much betterr°ffoff. This
idea 8onou8 than a remonstrance.0 that we repentant we were. My mother joined
This idea
“ 0 yea, uncle,” I replied lightly ; “ I which in such a place would be a most i e 8 ,0Uia. e
had acted differently ! that the past in the general rejoicing over our recreditable
1)ll0^Ilg
118
^oth
UP.
were
know 1 have. Henry is to make me perWe were delightedwith the house, the i Selmg Particularly sanguine when Mr. could be lived over again witli our pres- gained happiness ; and out of gratitude
fectly happy.”
ent experience.
her old prejudice against Uncle Jocelyn
lrevor> the
the senior partner, a peculiar
“What has he got?” was the next balcony to the drawing-roombeing, as Trevor,
Once or twice I thought of confiding faded away.
never
almost
left his own
pleasant observationthat fell from Uncle we enthusiastically agreed, almost worth maU’ " 10
our woes to my mother ; but I dared not;
She often goes to Conington now,
the rent itself ; aid we made no reals- i !T8e
aquare, except for the
,
Jocelyn’s lips.
intuitivelyII knew
all meet,
_____
...
meet, a merry
party, of
tance
when
the house Went who must office. lumouncefl his intention of coming mt|iltl'cl}
km * that, although in his ! where we all
“Got? uncle! I don’t know what yon
was
a
great
favorite
; which the generous old man is the weU,7, 8 “ -rY .........•vr
mean,” I answered, growing rosy red at have had some amruement over our in- 1 !° A“berly Villas to dine, if we would
uoeence and ineinerience fixed na for a llnve hlm- 1,1 our •msmty to impress 'nth her she would regaru lum very dif- beloved center. He was giring me some
the unexpected inquiry.
seven-yeara’lease reme’sentinirto ua lllm tllvorabl.v we launched out into fur- : J.oren% lf misfortunes came ; and 1 felt gentle hints as to the training of my
“ What are his means? What does
that our advantages were almost unHe must be handsomely! } TO,}1.d bear anything rather than hear sons the other day. “For it’s a mother’s
lia intend to settle upon you
him blamed, especiallyas in my most influence that tells upon the man, Kate
equaled,
having
no
premium
to
pay
™^Haifd
bo
much
might depend upon
“ Ho has Ids business,”promptly in; inmost heart I knew I was equally if not
* he
‘ 1 hi8 Visit. Accordingly, I arranged a
it’s the lesson she teaches in childhood
terrupted my mother.
We consented-— in consideration of all
most rcchcrchc little dinner, and had the actually more to blame than lie was ; for that he remembers best.”
“ And he is so clever, he is sure to get enumerated in favor of our bargain— to
"Yes, Uncle Jocelyn,” I answered;
table laid out a la Itussc to my entire now I saw clearly how true it was what
on,” I added, in my eagerness to assure make any repairs that were necessary
satisfaction; when everything was com- Uncle Jocelyn said, that a wife can make “ I know you are right. I hope amongst
•Unde Jocelyn it was all right as regard- and in fact were in such delight with tlie
or mar her husband. If I had quietly the many things I desire to teach them,
ed my future.
whole affair that tlie agreement, as might pleted, surveyingthe preparationwith
the
utmost
confidence
in "Mr. Trevor’s set to work at the outset, and advised one especially mayn’t be forgotten — you
“ That will depend a great deal upon have been expected, was very easily arverdict. But alas ! for Henry’s hopes him aright, all would have been well
know what that is ?”
yon, Kate,” he replied gravely. “The rived at.
but now every day brought some hateful
“ To fear God,” replied Uncle Jocewife lias more to do in making or marWe knew nothing about furnishing; and my dinner. Mr. Trevor came, par- dun or threateningletter. A ring at the
lyn, reverently.
took very sparingly and silently of our
ring her husband than is generally never dreamed of tlie dangers of green
“ That first of all,” I answered ; “ but
hospitality, aud departed without having bell would cause me to start, and the
-*£Hj)ected.
careless, extravagant, wood or the inevitableresults of cheap
dropped
one
syllable on the subject sound of a man’s voice in the hall parley- I meant something else.”
•bad wife is the greatest curse a man can investment
investment; thinking ourselves very VM ....... .
ing with Sophy was enough to make me
“ What?” queried Unple Jocelyn.
have ; a good out? is the greatestbless- acute to get hold of two furnishing lists 1 *hlc1'
80 hol,m8 be would drstremble all over.
CUSS.
“ Never to buy what tliey can’t afford,
ing.”
to compare prices ; besides which we sat
and
always to pay ready money.”
Some
ten days afterward the advance
“The
crash
could
not
be
staved
off
for
“Tee, uncle- O yes,” I assented, down with paper and pencil to calculate
in the business was bestowed upon one long; a crisis must shortly come.” So; Chambers Journal.
•glancing toward my mother, who was exactly how much we must spend ; and
of Henry’s juniors who had never dreamt said Henry one lovely June evening,
smiling somewhat scornfully, I fancied, and I, rememberingUncle Joscelyn’s adof getting it. We were terribly disap- when we were sitting disconsolately disTli« Important Queiitlon.
at his opinion.
vice, ventured to say that we should reOf all loathsome diseases Catarrh stands pro“Take care of his pence, and Ids solve not to go beyond it. We came to pointed, haring counted so surely upon cussing all manner of wild, impossible eminent.
It renders its victim as disgusting to
an addition to our means; and, when our schemes. - It was an exquisite night; the
pounds will take care of themselves,” tlie conclusion that actual necessaries
wrathful feelings were at their height, heat of the day was over; not a breath of himselfas to others. And the most humiliating
continued uncle; “aud beware of ever might be bought, taking the prices from
of all is the consciousness
that his presence is
who should suddenly walk in but Uncle wind stirred the delicate blossoms of the offensive to those around him. If any disease
getting into debt, Kate ; it's the easiest the books, for £150 ; so Henry decided
the name of universal.itis this.’ Dietetic
hmg to get into, and the hardest on borrowing £200, with which we felt Jocelyu ! He ha4 never been in our plants which adorned our balcony, and deserves
house since we were married. It was, the moon was rising in all her liquid errors and the follies which Fashion imposes
sure the house could be really nicely
lung to get out of. Take my advice
upon us tend to foster and disseminate it. To
in fact, a great event 1UI
for him
llim to
io leave
a1 live loveliness,
luvriiutrBB,easting
OHMUUg U
a Clear,
clear, COOl
cool llgui
light over
ive well within your means and always done, aud this sum he was to pay interthe pitiful cry of its victims, it there any cure
Conington,
but
the freak had seized him,
\ the scene. Everything looked calm and
******
pay ready money.”
est for until the principal was paid off.
for Catarrh? there is but one answer consistent
He wanted to see his old favorite and his quiet and peaceful; the pulses of the with Christian reason. God lias never sent one
“Yes, ‘uncle; 0 yes,” I responded.
Nothing could have surpassed our
new grandniece, so he had come. He great city were hushed; there was noth- evil into the world -for which Ho has not sent
“ I am sure you are right ; and Henry is prudence— before we set out. When we
only meant to. stay for the day ; in the ing to break the silence except poor the remedy. For tho greatestof all spiritual
so prudent, he is certain to have the best got into tlie shop we had selected as the
and moral evils, the Great Physician haa proideas.”
one to patronize,we found that the evening he intended to return home. In Henry’s hopeless tones repeating,
__-o.“A
-- j scribed a potent and never-failing remedy. He
my inmost heart I was as fond of him as crisis can’t be far off, Kate, >\ hat we j has given explicitrules for tho treatment and
“Well, keep them before your own things we had thought Of were very in- ever, but his risit was ill-timed.I could are to do I know not !”
preservation of the spiritual and moral man
mind. Don’t despise an old man’s coun- ferior to our imaginings ; a trifle more not rally from my disappointment for
fancied the amazement of our nut He is silentin all matters relatingto the
here
and
a trifle there could make no difsel ; buy nothing that you can’t afford,
Henry, and our cares were now assuming friends— the nine days’ wonder our mis- physical man. It would bo an unwarrantable
ference in the sum total, and be everydetraction from His beneficent character to supaud always pay ready money.”
too serious au aspect to be easily set fortunes would cause, little dreaming
ixise that He has afilictedthe greater portion of
I remember that conversation so well thing in tlie niceness and prettiness of aside.
that our ending had long been confident- humanity with an incurable disease. The day
with Uncle Jocelyn, some few weeks be- our’house ; besides which our estimates ^ “ You have a beautiful little house,
ly predicted by them, and that our hosfore my marriage ; at the time it did not of necessaries proved a very inadequate Kate,” he said. “ I had no notion Henry
pitality had been roundly censured and
strike me so forcibly as afterward, for my one when innumerable etceteras were de- was such a rich man. ”
condemned by the very partakersof it. therein wan intendedby the Great Designer to
clared
absolutely
indispensable
by
tlie
mind was too much filled with other and
“ Hadn’t you, uncle?” I said, trying to Still less did we imagine that Mr. Trevor,
supply man’* wants; and rarely ho has ne
attendantshopkeeper. We made appao me more interesting matters.
laugh unconstrainedly.
so far from being favorably impressed greater wants than remedies for his infirmities.
rently
endless
purchases,
which
we
Uncle Jocelyn was an old man, and the
“I am truly pleased to see you so with our surroundings,had gone away— Science is rapidly proving that tho earth is fitted
amount of his fortune had always been could hardly remember until they were comfortable,” continued Uncle Jocelyn, fully aware as he was with the exact to supply man's uttermostneed. New medicinal
wrapped in some obscurity ; but he lived depositedin Amberley villas, where, with kindly. .“This room must have cost amount of Henry’s income— shocked and plants are constantly being discoveredand new
properties developed from those already known.
comfortably,and possessed a smidl prop- my newly engaged domestics,I awaited you a pretty penny, Kate ; and I daresony to see that Henry Arden had mar- For Catarrh, the most potent remedy yet diserty in Berkshire, upon which he had them with immense delight.
say you have a nest-egg somewhere as ried a wife with so little sense and judg- covered is Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remedy. Its ef
built a pretty and substantialhouse,
But vast as tlie importation appeared, well. ”
ment; and no second glance from his ficacy has been tested in many thousand cases
with uniform success. Cases that had been rewhere I had often spent many happy I had yet to learn of the legior of wants
“ Oh, it isn’t very much,” I answered, keen eyes was wanting to prove to him
peatedlypronounced incurable readily yielded
ihrya. He had always shown a special undreamed of by us. Scarcely a day really referring to the room, but, as he
how terribly beyond it we were living. to it. In confirmed, or obstinatecases, Dr.
iffectionfor me, no doubt owing to the passed without some new demand being thought, to tlie nest-egg ; and imagining
His observationshad satisfied him that Pierce's Golden Medical Discoveryshould be
my being the daughter of his only made, which apparently it was perfectly I meant that the hitter, though of small serious embarrassments must ensue; taken in connectionwith the use of the Catarrh
brother, who had died when I was quite impossibleto do without. But at last I proportions,did exist, he responded most
consequently he and his partners had be- Remedy. Full particulars in Pierce’s Memorandum Rooks. They are given away by druggists.
• an infant, leaving me to the sole guar- was thoroughly satisfied with our poscordially
stowed the desired post and increased
Jiastfihipof my mother. Unfortunately sessions, aud the servants seemed to have
“Doesn’t matter how small, Kate ; | emoluments upon one who, if he needed
The inventors of Burnett’s Cocoaini
come to the end of their requirements
> tor me, there had never been any love
i
, i.
,
.. there’s plenty of time to make it larger.” ! less than w*e Aid, certainlyunderstood
—knowing that when the loss of hair occurs, it
lout between the latter and Uncle Joce- so the only xthing that we had to think of
li.. i> jmt| no^l'"1
ye-m• llmik
It was no use undeceiving liim, though its value better.
is generally from that part of the head where
lyn ; the coolness had rather increased was
tho greatest heat is necessarilygenerated,and
than diminished as years went by ; aud in
frightened io uhuk ; ope waH jepvere(j
yie an.
that animal fats by their nature induce heat
when invitations were sent for us to visit
rather than alleviateit— turned their attention
and pharmaceuticalscience toward vegetable
Conington, which was the name of my
oils, as the basis of a medicamentto nromote
uncle’s place, my mother invariablyrereturned the usual formula, that Mr. 1 ing over the weary subject and ponder- the growth and preson e the beauty of the hair.
fused for herself, and only with great ceive it to find it more than twice that
The oleum cocot, or Cocoanut Oil, presented
persuasion permitted me to go.
sum— £456 odd ! There were frightful Arden was out, but would call iu a day ing what we could possibly do. We itself most strongly, as possessing many propor-----two. I tried to
----------look ns indifferent
-------- as
should
have
to
sell
off
everything,
to
erties peculiarly adapted for the purpose ; but
JTow I enjoyed these visits !* How entries for “Time,” which in thempossible, but I felt Uncle Jocelyn’s eyes leave Amberley Villas, and to begin life its odor was objectionable, and its density (exsweet were the hay-fields and clover- selves represented a serious item, and
were upon me, and my face colored pain- over again. Henry’s prospects, of course, cept when exposed to heat) seemed for a long
scented meadows ! How cool and fresh upon which we had never calculated
fully, nor did my confusion escape the would be seriously damaged, and we time to defy all efforts to render it available,
the marble-slabbed dairy, with its rows and our small sundries, which we had
kind scrutiny.I felt thoroughlycon- could never hope to thoroughly regain for popular use. in cooler climates. By a scien«of brimming basins of frothy golden hardly at all taken into account, came to
tific scjectian of other ingredients, those which
vinced he had drawn his own conclu- the position our own folly had deprived will chemicallycombine with tho oil have been
-cream! How fragrant was the old- something quite appalling.
sions. Soon afterwardlunch was an- us of. It was not pleasant to think of; discovered, and they together have produced a
faflbianedgarden, with its long, grassy
But tlie first shock over, the offending nounced, and we descended to the drawbut there could lie no shuffling out of compound, which is unqualifiedly pronounced
- walks ami great big dewy roses, and the
document was thrust aside— it would be ing-room, where Sophy, my parlor-maid,
to be the best that has yet appeared.
tlie question now; it must be met and
old cedar tree so shady, under which paid all in good time ; aud for tlie presIn the form presented, this oil is permanently
had, to my horror, arranged some of our answered immediately; what were we to
deodorized,and held in a combination which
Uncle Jocelyn would sit of an afternoon ent we both resolved to dismiss it from
best china on the table, with the best in- do? Nothing very definite could be ar- peculiarly adapts it for the toilet ; Burnett's
smoking, listening apparently quite sat- our minds. Friends were rapidly gathtentions I knew, meaning to impress my rived at; but one thing was quite clear— Cocoaine is unrivaled in delicacy and agreeisfied with any childish conversation! ering around us ; we must receive and
ableness—cooling in its nature— and possesses
visitor with our grandeur, but little tlie change could not be far off.
' The sun always teemed to be shining in
pay visits ; so it was not very difficult hr imagining the real effect such superfluisuch a penetratingaffinity for tho secretions of
I
can
never
describe
the
anxiety
of
the
those days. I can recall no gloom then, banish disagreeables, and to enter with
the skin, that it is rapidly absorbed.
ties would have upon my uncle. He days that followed, nor tell the agony it
Its greatest efficacyis best secured by a perand tilings all wore a charm, which I did the greatest enjoyment into tlie new life
noticed it directly, and admired it very cost me to write and tell my mother that fect elennsing,before its application, of tlie
not know Jay chiefly in the fact of my which lay before us. I had fancied our
much.
we were hopelessly, desperately involved, hair aud scalp, under which circumstances this
•own youth and utter ignorance of life house was very complete aud perfect un“ Where did you get that figure?” he aud that our difficultieswere so great it oil allays irritation,removes all tendency to
-.ami its cares.
datulnitf,and invigoratesthe action of the
til I saw some of tlie elegant drawingasked, indicating a lovely china center- was impossible for us ever to surmount
capillariesin the highest degree. Its effect upon
However, not to digress, T had not rooms of some of our new acquaint- piece.
them. What would she say ? What tho glossiness and richness of tho hair is such
ween so much of Uncle Jocelyn since I ances ; after that many deficiencies were
“ I am not quite certain,” I replied, would every bod v say? Worst of all, as cannot be surpassed ; and it is offered to the
hail grown up, partly on account of my plainly visible ; and in order to supply
carelessly; “we have had it for some what would Uncle Jocelyn say ? For the
mother’s unabated dislike to him, partly them we went to differentshops, ^making time.”
worst hail come to the worst — our house
because of the existence of ft new inter- various purchases,which, as usual, were
“ Was it very expensive?”pursued was our own no longer; a man — strange trial of its efficacy will be willing to return to
est in life. I had met Henry Arden. put down to our account. Then came
Uncle Jocelyn.’
use of any other preparation.
He was six-and-twenty,five years my our first entertainmentwith its attend- “O no, not very; at least I didn’t and to me most terrible— was comforta- thoJoseph
Burnett A Co., Boston, manufacturbly
making
himself
at
home
in
our
•senior. His position in life was a fairly ant expenses, which it was absolutely
think so,” I answered,recollecting with kitchen— in other words, he hail taken ers aud proprietors.
.good one, he having a small interest in impossible to avoid ; for in Henry’s posia painful throb that it certainly had not possession ! How could Henry show Ids
a lirst-rate city business which gave him tion it was, as we thought, most necesRheumatism cured at once by Durang’s
cost us much as yet, consideringthat we face at the office ! How could I ever
Rheumatic Remedy. Send for circular to Helover X300 ajrearj his character was ir- sary for us to maintain a good appear- had not paid for it.
venture out again !
phenatine A Bentley Washington, D. C.
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Five Thousand Books Given Away

That Leetle Tim.^

The boy .with the basket of applaa was
half an hour late yesterday at the Central Station for the first time in six
months, and when he came in he was
without his basket, and his eyes were
red and swollen. He’s been such a
straight, square boy that he has many
friends on this corner, and he was at once
asked if the boot-blacks had been cobbing him.
“No, not that,” he said, “bid don’t
you remember that ‘'Leetle Tim,’ who
came here once in a while with me ?”
“Little Tim! Yes— he is your
brother. M

THE

for the

Asking.

Philadelphia. Pa.

That’s what he was, and I was breakExtraordinaryTriumph of Mind.—
ing him in to sell apples and make
Consumptivesmay now rejoice ! Dr. J. H.
change. Well, little Tim is dead !"
McLean, whose medicines are world-renowned,
has a truly scientificremedy for Consumption,
“Yes. When I woke up at daylight Lung and Tliroat Diseases (put up in sugar
this morning he was cuddled up to mv Globules). Dr. J. H. McLean’s Cough and Lung
back, cold and dead ! The Lord took Healing Globules. 314 Chestnut, St. Louis.
him in the night, sir, and wasn’t it awful, Trial boxes by mail 25 cent*.

“NoT

NATIONAL DISEASE.

“/’rt-viHinrnf/.v
tui>trior."
— I'srkrr House,

THOSE

who have infferedfrom the varlotuand com*
plicatedforms of dl»eue assumed by Catarrh,
and liave tried many phyilclana and remedies without
relleforcure, await tne answer to this question with
contlderable anxiety.And well they may; for no
diseasethat can be mentioueflla bo universallyprevalent and bo destructiveto health as Catarrh.Bronchitis, Aithma,Coughs, and serious and frequently
fatal affections of the luugs follow, -in many esses a cbm
of simple but neglected Catarrh.Other sympathetl i
affections, such as deafness,Impaired eye-sight and
loss ol seme of smell, may be referredto as minor but
neverthelessseriousresults of neglected Catarrh, bad
enough Is themselves,but as nothing compared with
the dangerous affections of the throatand lungs likely
to follow.

A

H

1

125
$5

CINNAMON, CLOVES, GINGER.

Burnett’s Extracts
"

The btM

world."
-Fifth At. Hotel, N. Y.

ill the

>s

Burnett's Extracts

y

A COMIC PHOTO*. 10*., nr 10 Bean Mil Artnut*. 10c., by HOlTRD k CO., Naaaan, N.TQMOKK.. SOOT and COAL HAM from dofeettee

Burnett’s Extracts

luenistedmatter that has lodged In the nasal passages
la removed with a few applications:the ulceration
and Inflammation subdued and healed; the entire
membranous liningsof the head are cleansedand
purified. Constitutionally
its action Is that of a powerful purifyingagent, destroying In Its course through
the system the add polnon, the destructiveagent Ifl
catarrhaldisease.

The superiorityqf these Attractsconsistsin
their perfect purity and great strength.They
are warranted free from Lite poisonousoils
and sclds which enter into the compositionof
many of the factitiouafruit flavor? now in tho
market. They are not only trfie to their names,
but are prepared from fruit? of the best quality,
and are so highly concentratedthat a comparatively small quantity only need be used.

JLU

of

Feb. 5 contains

commenced Jan. ‘29 and
ended Feb. 3. The great Chicagoan
walk, which

was opposed in turn by Biggs, of St.
Helens, and Smytlie,of Liverpool,he
undertaking to make more miles in six
days than they both combined. The result was that Biggs walked 133 miles,
and his partner, Smythe, 195, while
O'Leary made 418 miles, or 90 miles
more than both the others together.
'Hie close of the contest is thus described

CoUins’ Voltaio Plaster.
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Arnu^nutuue COMM,
Crayon*, Pictureand ChromeCarl*. 1 tA
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wnrlh Mnl P -Opald far *5c. U»*^/-uTr.„i„r,.rv,.,..j.H.Ri'FKOWP,Aq<VN< n.>----.>v*»*«
nnd P.xuenHca. Nnleamrai
Wanted to eell to Denlme.

|

frimnlf free. Ren-I dtftmp
FOSTER A CO., CiiwInnatl.O:

8.

II

Capital. New Buiinoe*.

JAN. T.

ritluintnm niirneF».IIti»

KMPIhV LAMP NTOVPJS Ao„
Ac.,

S. k.

High Kchool Choir

WILLIAMSON* C incinnati,OM«.

hrenknblejjara^jg
CENTS
now. Wick 32 yards: OIL S

Hooks.
Sono Book?.
(91.) * The Reward
Whippoorwill(Mcti.) # Shining River
CheerfulVoicea
cU.) * Good Newt

free. CHILD A PRATT, OlnolnnoM, O.

tlrulara

(Rficta.)
(85

(50

eta.)

(86ota.)

Either bool; mailed, post free, fur retailprioo.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. II. Ditaoit & Co., .1. E. Dltann Aiffo.,

tataUPitaMmiritt’

York

711 BkoaOWAY, Suooeaaor*to I.-e A Walker,
New
Phlla.

!lii
Calendar.Journal, and 8 Sample Plante,
J. QREIVBS, See., Box837. Patcrton.H.

Floral

UhU Free.

J

I9N.50. YoungAmerlcahandAwlt-lnkwathw
builnPM. Send 3 atampa for catalogueto
]D. W. WATSON. 73 Cornhill. Bolton, Maw.
\he,ttor

Burnett’s Cocoaine

MEN

k

Subdues Refractory Hair.

Burnett's Cocoaine

CATA

Boothes the IrritatedScalp-Skin.

It

has ever tried it

(

v.i'l

he

h

"i'

P •» ’*
Extract eiionld In- m every I.nn.i ’ ' *
rough weather. D removes f,.- ..... -i-- and roughness, nnd eoliens ami U.--I"
the akin promptly
During severe and chai!.weather, no one suhl.-el t > Klie-m,
I'uins should heotiei.av v-t'- .o'
Extract,which always e.-H-, .

.

-

Burnett's Cocoaine

Dandruff.

.

SORE

CONSUMPTION.COl
COLDS. m- c-M v m

LI NGS.

I

Burnett's Cocoaine

I
1

.

Cr--

it

Lungs sorely. Have

1

'

|

I’oii.'.'hU.Miin:

on hand alwuy.'. Itlvi.iv in-., a.,.,
t -tre» tin- disease.
will he prom;-'.- r
• 1
uUtliiately etireil h:'M:m • t..
parts w'th Pond*- K\ ' nn t.
LIMBS. -P.ir.d sLxn
hi y relieves I n-!

CHILBLAINS

Life to the Hair.

i
.

RHEUMATISM.

not an Alcoholic Wash.

Burnett's Cocoaine

Burnett's Cocoaine

Horse.

Remains Longestin Effect

The other day a man about 45 years
old, named Trenton, and living near the
Washington Union School, went home

My annual Catalogae of Vegetable and t lower Seel
ready by Jannnry, and rent free to nU
who apply. Cuatomer? of la‘t season need not write for
It. I offer one of tho largrat collection*of vegetable
aeod ever sent out by any seed lioune In America, a large
portion of which were grown on my idi reed farina.
fruited direction* ./nr riiltimitnii
an eren/ jmrkaqe. All
teed sold from my nMabllahinentwarranted to he Isith
fresh and true t«> nmne : re far, that should it prove otherwlre I will refill the order griti*.A* the original Introducerof tho lluhhard and .MnthlehendSqnnaho*,the
Marblehead ('ahhnge*.nr.d a acm- of other new voget.'ihlea,I invite the pntrouagu ot n'l <iho ine aiiriuni to
hiire their *eed fr**h, tr'ie . iti'd the ter// best ft rain.
Ncxv Vcge fu Lies n Niji-cImIf J’.
JAMES J. H. GRKG'lKY. Marblehead. Maaa.

-el

FROSTED
1'.
SORE THROAT. OFINSY. ivt.y.
TONSILS AND A 1 IW-iIh

Extract.It nevee

(

,

•
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H

*

For FlavoringIco rrt>*m», Cnrinrd*. Plfi. Blanc
Mange, Ji-Uk-t, Sauce*, Soup*, Gravir*, etc.

\ t.

revenge for that,” she exclaimed, and
she seized him by the hair and kicked

We have t)ecn expre**lv permittedto

.

of
-

a

We

his ribs until he called out :
“ Wait till this crowd is gone and I’ll

Detroit

Antidotes for Sleeplessness.

Trai>

Mark In

Stitch
Indicator.
every

machine.

SILENT SEWING MACHINE.
Send Postal Card

-

FOSTER,

$50i$100

Railways and Fox Hunting.

r.t

ment*

in the neighborhood of Maogotsfield, N near Bath, when
the fox

-don’t waste time— send for circolar to
18 Veeey 8t, N. Y, P.O- Box Jg87.

Dr. O.

W.

Ilocsr.

nxrr

BnedenTg

crossed the line just as a train running Dr. O. W. Bneden’g PULMONIC
on the Midland line, between Bath and
We recommendthe Pulmonic Syrup to be

SYRUP.

used In connectionwith the ConanmpUveCure. Price. $1 a bottle.
Remit toA. H. BENDER, 876 Bowery, New York.

WONDERFUL SUCCESS! 25,000

of the

CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION
(770

Soltulcx Hotel.
SUKBUAX

|

Hall k litas.
S. IL Rtna

|

<1

Bao.

Joatrn 8. Pkebli*.

I

tn.

urtiya

Loni*. a*n

UsUd Weekly before deUrm Intag

&

Prof. Hall'e Magic

Compomg

the only preparation,one package of whieb
force the heard to grew thick and
on the anmotheitface (withoutinjury) la
d*y* in every e«ae. or money cheerfully refunded.r. cent* per package.p>>*tpaldi3 far
i*

Blmv

will

so

B

rent*. K. W. JoNER. A»hland.More

re» peri ally tbatofexperUDeadAienuaD'l
Caovaarera. j
Fit will eo.t but ohi cairr to placeroemlvev in commu.1
cation with >1*, and the mutual tHarOU that may he J
f derived from it. are not to lie eiUmMedin dollar*aad
r, ot*. alone. We furul*h more loeratlreeniploymeet
to nil iri-1 u*l* ncittercd thro'iehoutthe I'nloti than
Fnnroth-rbonein Anierlea. Don'tdelay, but lavettl[ E»t.- tin* ot mis.! hr »ddre»»|ng

|
FT. |
|

David Nicbolsok.

CHICAGO.

,

n

IloUfcE.
DETROIT.

Rt’SSKLL IlOC

8TAXTOS * CO.

f

G.

It

R.

McMlLLAH.

THE ILLUSTRATED WEEKLY,

BAN FRANCISCO.

112

Cottixok Co.

MONTREAL.

|
NEW ORLEANS.
Co. |

Uolbx.

Ottawa

Eait Motiroott., Chicago.

Tha BcatTruea •itruHM
Metai Springs ever invwteri
jNo hambug oUlm of a certain
jradloai core, but a g-israu'we.
of a oomfuruble, reoara,*mA
•atlsfaetoryapullanc*fcr*
will take back and psa, WHIM
plica for all that do not suit. Price,aiogiai .
tike out, Sf: for both aldas, §fl. Sent by mall, postpaid ,
on reoelplof price. N. 11.— This Trues wt-'l cure mar*Uupturssthan any q/ thou far which sxtraeagaeUnlwima •

David CnAwroun.

_
market. __
IT

.11 AttlC
TOUCH. A boitlr. rowing
50c. or SI .00, line often auved the Hie
oi h huuian being, and rentored to Hie and
usefulueMuiany a valuable horse.

TO ITM

Clack k Meadeu.

SuitiiBros, a

'Inc.,

The superiorityo f thesecitractrconsist*in their jwrfert
purity and great strength. They ate warrantedfree rein
the poiaonou* oil* and arid* which enter Into tho enmpo•ition of many of tho lachtioua fruitflavor* now in .hj

_

f

A LUCRATIVE BUSINESS.

ersmade.Olrcuiars free.
POMRROY TRUrf OO- T44 Braadwy. Waa Tert

Hr
WANT 500 MORE FIR8T-CLAS8
3EW.NC MACHINE AGENTS, AND 500
V cN OF ENERGY AND ABILITYTO LEARN
HE BUSIN ESS OF SELLING 8 EWING MACHINES* COMPENSATION LIBERAL, BUT
l/ARYINCACCORDINCTO ABILITY, CHAR
ACTER AND QUALIFICATIONS OF THE
AGENT. FOR PARTICULARS, ADDRESS

AT

Vfr*-.

1

Wilson Sewing

Made

“

Frank

«ICjrIiT.^

Leslie’s Historical Register

CENTENNIAL "EXHIBITION

®

tbe only complete Pletorirl Historyof the
published . A mammoth panorama, 1 ,00
la

Co, CMcaio.

......

327 k 828 B30ASWAT. Vrr York, or Hoy Orloua L»-

rnntawfc'f

IT Pearl

[Established1846.1

J.ESTEY & CO.
Sr-Attlo^oxro, "Vt.
CsrSend

for IllustratedCatalogue

MAZARINE BLUE GLASS

mall;'a

Lands for Sale

it.

WARNER’S HEALTH C0R>
With

Nklrt Happorter nnd
Heir-Adjuating Pads.
SecaresHealth and UoaroitTol*
Body, with Gbacb andbcACiroi'
Form. Three Garment* In •»*..
Approved by all ? bynlciana.

For enrativnpurposes nnd stimulatingthe growth of
animal and regulablelife. Examined and approved by
General Pleasonton,and bi* certificate accompanying
each purchase. Gla?b CUT TO exact BlZK. with fall
direction for use and arrangement In the sash.
Fur hale, Wholesale and Retail, by
Also, at
II.
each per
Fkf.noh Plate Ulam Depot,
General Pleasonton
205 to 41 1 N. Fourth 8L,
Boek on BLUK and HUN
Philadelphia.

$2 BENJAMIN

AMENTM WANTED.

NllOEMAKKR,

Bam plea by mall, In Coutil, 82 ;
Bailee nt fl 75. To Agent* at
25 cental eaa. Order aiae two
Inches smaller than walat menaur cover the dresi.

LIGHT.

YIT'K have, by actualcmnnt. ov»r forty different prepV v arntionsfor cough, includingall aLmdard mealcine*, old and new, called for in this section.
bare
sold Hatch'sUniversalCough Kyrup for Are year*. With
no newspaper advertising, this remedy ha* had a sale
larger than any other. It rells steadily, and maintains
iUelf, and our customer* apeak uniformlyIn its favor as
a safe ami efficientmedicine of IU kind.
A
Albion.N. Y.

We

First-claaa Stock Farms, excellent AgriculturalLands,
nd the bent Tobacco Regtofl In the W ret Short win-

ohasora. For further Information, addreee
A. L. DRANK. Load Commlaaioner, St Loofc.

Warner
0.

1

:

;

i

^

1

I

^d^TdE^WMMPKR

763 Broadwav.lT.Y.

Noll

N. U.

k

MERIDEN CUTLERY
CENTENNIAL
Received the HICHE8T

Job Printers

Btob,

CARPENTER BARRKLL.
HURLBUT k OOvcLicafo,

Sold by H. A.

train. The noble owner of the hounds,
DESCRIBED AND ILLUSTRATED
in Ht) days. It being the on fy complete low-price
becoming aware of the fact, forwarded Bold
work
OBlv Stt.fiO), treating of the reffre
m3 to Mr. Martin, the Midland station hlatorr. grand bnlldlnga, wonderfulexhibit a. Before pnrebasingyoor Card and Fine Paper Stock get
enrioghiea,great day* ekx illaat rated, and 91
master at Bath, with instructions to give cheaper than any other everybody«*onU «. One new our pricre. Our Tine of Flat and Print Popeni I* now
and our stock of Fancy CardboardTHE
cleared 9350 in 4 veekt. 3,000 agents wanted.
the driver, William Otis, £2, and the agent
fiend quickly loxprwf of ak>e«, opinions of offldah, clergy
held by any koare In
in the Wiret. com prising
guarantee
different styles and varieties. We guai
fireman, George Orford, £1. The reIn all
that oar
wards have been handed over to the
cSfc
I UNION, 114 Monroe Street, tblcago, III.
men. — London Times.

CAUTION

Tuojjrso.v,Clack a Sow.

Occidentalliar el.

CONSUMPTIVE CURE

For all dire area of the Throat and Langs. The above
care is unrivaledfor itg neat curative properties tor the
above diseases. Price, §1 end $2 a box.

FKCC

•Sli rt.. 8'.

a poo your work this fall and wt»
ter. The eornbinatk
_________
Ination
_____
for thie
_ eeaeon euruaeeee
surpaeeeeAnything
any thtag
heretofore etumpted. Tome rent free. Addreee
OHAB. Of.UOAfi k OO . 14 Warren fit,.N-w Tirt

8T. LOUIS.

TF.MT OF 40

prices— Largest Company In America—
staple article— pleuaes everybody— Trade oontlnually In-

creaalng-Agentawanted everywhere— beet Induce-

N.

CINCINNATI.

MUSTANG
LINIMENT,

TC
I E.#% Oa

A few days since the Duke of Beau- ROBKRT WKLL8,
fort’s hounds were in full-cry pursuit

12

,

BALTIMORE.

Newspapers

_____

|

Uocsb. I

ONE INCH

1,150

MILLION.

tump. AddreM.

Mi
AGENTS.

Pisbov.

MrDKWKLLk Adam*.

F.ctatv

The methods recommended

for the
Willcox & Gibbs S. M. Co.,
cure of sleeplessness are numberless. (Cor. Bond 8t.) 658 Broadway, New York.
Those suffering from habitual wakefulAn Advert irement occupying space of
ness had better store their minds with
remedies, and tiy one after another, until something effectualis discovered.
For what will help one person may be will be inserted One Month in
useless to another. One curious method
suggested for inducing sleep is for the
patient to close his eyes and try to think
For One Hundredand Sixty-eight Dollars, or Ono Week
he is attentively watching a stream of for Sixty-threeDollars.
air entering and leaving the nostrils.
Send stamp for Catalogueof Newapapera (which gives
When the stream seems to be visible, location, name, circulation and character)to
sleep infallibly comes. Another plan
IIEAXJ9 afc
proposed is simply to breathe slowly and 41 Park How,
NEW YORK.
quietly for a few moments. It is worth
a month rec’d by oar graduate.
wanted. Salary paid
a trial. The sleeplessperson should •»- - w . - -v. v w Students
while practicing. Sltaatlonaram
take deep, slow respirations, imitating ntahed.Ad’raeN. W.Telegraph InaUtute.JaneavUle.Wla.
tlie breathing of a quiet sleeper.
A C -The ohdeeat In the world-Importera'

CO.. Richmond,U*

Investigatethe merits »f The IQwa
R. R.

WASHINGTON.

Willakd’sHotel.

IllustratedPrice List, Ac.
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I

CoxtixestilIIotl?-
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Hot-*?.

IUvbkb Hoi

Grand Old

WHICH HAN STOOP .THE

for the

Dr. Unit*'Dispenwry No.

BOSTON.

Automatic
Tension and

bus

u»e the naiue*

|

Only machine
in the world

Y TEAS &

BOOK

A

PHILADELPHIA.

The Enemy of Disease, the Foe
Tain to Man ami Ikast,

a Spei dtv Sendfet
A. K. \VIU.IAM8. SneotMsarW

fer-wgiss Mailing IT-mt*

MEDICAL ADVICE

NEW YORK.

Vegetine is Sold by All Druggiste
NEYV WILLOOX & GIHB8

Results.

ROSE GROWER'S COMPANION AND FL0R4L GUIDE
Tills you how to ^r»w lime*. Geranium*, el*,

ot

Firm Avrxrs Hotel. I Acxib, Mratui.t.fcCoKnrr.
WtarMissTBa Hotel.
Faux a Tilfoud.

la the

producing
most
Marvelous

Ha* never been known to fail when th* di»-»riioa» l»vw
been strictlyfollowed. Pilw. Al.i 'i ami $ A,'4.*r Istx.
Remit by P. O. order <>r regiMeredloner
A. II. BUNDER. .176 Bowery. New York.

and Hotel* In the country.

bout nf the be»t Grocer*
give a faw below:

F»vit«n

’

:

Latest
Invention,and

DR. O. E. HER! IT’S
Universal Cun- for FITS or KPTLKPHY

t'»t»rrh,Hu|iture.Opium llubit,AC..8KNT

, |,...

PnoviDEXCK,R. I., 161 TranaitStreet.
H. R. STEVENS, Kftq
I feel bound to expo-re with mv Mgnature the high
value I place upon your VKUKT1NK My family have
ured it for the laat two yearn. In m-rvoua debility it is
Invaluable, and 1 recommend it to all who may need an
Invigorating, renovatingtonic.
(). T. WALKER,
Formerly Paetorof Bowdoln Square Church, Boston.

lioea IitlliOHaihla,
Pralll»»*v*.
Kxid.matorycircular sent
. Brokers, -is Broad-at., P O. HoiU38rN.Y.

Fre#»

MoiikaN A Co

'afelH E.

Standard Flavoring Extracts,

.

*

•

K

,

HISTORY mid Use* ol P .„«r- Ux'-i.;
•• Inf tu|i|*
POND’S EXTRACT CO.. ?v. v
New York, k 1
'

Combination of CapltaL” New*
inode of operating in sloeka.

••

Burnett’s

•

Agents. The New Wort,

net to

M. tSend for Deacriettve
...... REDDING A CO.. PrnuawcM*
Masonic Worka, 731 Broadway, New Yotk.

Gfitnliigiie,
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"

are prom.-ily , a-e

chin.
“ Horse — man — fool or what, I'll have

Dealers

leasable to F. A.
Innlapeoaal

for 1877 will he

io*, |(.

HAPPED HANDS AND FACE.

Affords the Richest Lustre.

|»55 n week

IP

KH. -Pond’s Extract is iiearh a Npccilic for this tlise tec. Dean hardly i> - '•\celled, even m ohl and nli-dlnate<
The relief is so |'r<mi|-tfiat n » one w..
•

Burnett's Cocoaine

New

to

_ _ and lamp gooda.
No PcdtlllnK. Salary HberaJ.
VW
g<
Bualneaapermanent. Hotel and traveling nxpenaeejHM.
Monitob Glam Co.. 204 Main 8U Cincinnati,Obfc.

Burnett's Cocoaine

Kills

to travel and aell

UfANTEO oar n*w nnbreakabln glaaa chlinneye

Leaves no Disagreeable Odor.

-

into, but the engine-driverstopped the

article*ta

wlttioarBtanouM*

not Greasy nor Sticky.

Gives

would probably have been run

Um world- One lamp* ham

sSJAY BBOMOW.DweraA.Mfck

Burnett's Cocoaine

thorough beating.

Bristol, was approaching. The pack
Was close behind the fox, and they

$350

Gema ol the Dance.
PianoforteGems.
Home Circle, Vol. 2.
Piano at Home.

School Music

|

Promote?its HealthyGrowth.

pion of the world” will give his country-

this

AMowth.-AwmwacUdMtoaaa*

l

Sold by all PnigglMs. Price 25 cents. Sent by mail
on receipt of £> cents lor one, |1. 23 for six, or |2 25 for
1 twelve,l an-rully wrapped and warranted, by WEEKS
A POTTER, Proprietors,Boston, Muss.

Burnett's Cocoaine

between O’Leary and
Weston next month is looked forward to
with bright anticipations, and the general opinion seems to be that “the cham-

show you who runs
Free Press.

WATCHM.

Price of he above Hooka, each 92.50. in
boiirdN;M3 In cloth; M4 gilt.

Preventsthe Hair from Falling.

Is

and informed his wife that he had turned
into a horse. The news didn’t surprise
her ft bit. She has had to support him
for the last ten years, and long ago hoped
for almost any change. Trenton at once
pulled off his boots, coat and vest,
strapped a blanket around him, and a
corner of the kitchen has been his stall
ever since. He paws and neighs like a
horse, and many citizens have called to
see him. Yesterday morning while a
crowd was around the “stall” and the
wife was telling them that her husband
was always half-fool or lunatic, he let
both hind feet fly and hit her on the

INC TEAS TO FAX
CANTON TEA CO.,

1

RF.F.D ORUAN Mt’HIC.) (PIANO DUKT8.)
Quite unequaled bound volumes of Hheet Muilc for
Piano (nr Organ), with 2dU to 20(1 pagoa, tilledwith exceptionally good piece*.

Affections of the Elidneys.
Affections of the Spine.
Affeotions of the Nerves.
Affections of the Muscles.
Believe Affections of the Joints.
Believe Affections of the Bones.
Believe Affections of the Sinews.

The match

is a

Album. *

Believe
Believe
Believe
Believe

Burnett's Cocoaine

:

Thinks He

.

(

Believe Affections of the Chest.

to cure rheumatism. Hold by all druggists.

desires in this direction.

a

Pianiat’a

Believe Affections of the Lungs.
Believe Affections of the Heart.
Believe Affections of the Liver.
Believe Affections of the Spleen.

Durang’s Rheumatic Remedy never

box would be satisfiedwith nothingshort
of shaking hands with the plucky American, who good-naturedlygratified their

man

Strauaa.

Organ at

NEVER FAILS TO QUICKLY

Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam, the great New
England cure for coughs, colds and consumption. Cutler Bros. A Co.’s, Boston,only genuine.

*

Gems ol
Home

Collins* Voltaic Plaster

A positive cure for rheumatism— Durnng’s Rheumatic Remedy. Send for circular
to Helphenstine dt Bentley, Washington, D. C.

fails

pent*.

a year to A
**4
Shot linn jrtr. For ti-miw address J. tl’o/rA J- (’<».,Si L*

I0'VTn,,AKf:3S^

*
*
*
*

only caune griping pains, but leave the bowelx
in n toroid, costivextate. Parson*' Purgative
Pill* will relieve the bowels and cleanse the
blood without injury to the system.

The result of the contest was received
with great enthusiasm by the large
gathering which crowded the rink, and
it would be almost impossible to describe the scene. The utmost excitement prevailed. The crowd cheered
vociferously,and jostled, crushed and
squeezed each other in the most frantic
manner, in their attempt to catch a
glimpse of the sturdy, dark-complexioned American, the hero of the hour.
At the close of the contest the people
shouted vociferouslyfor O’Leary, and
several men immediately in front of the

mm

*

-

The Liverpool Post

or

HENRY COLFORD. 7*6

MUSIC BOOKS

Plaster

'

a glowing account of O’Leary's six days’

dratu prerented; no more worry with Area (or cork
heating. Send stamp for circular.
SantoroSt., Pblla.. Pa.

mg

__ SS^i&SSiSSS
.«3sas

_

Pedeatrianism.

parkoga choice Garden or Flower
Beeda free (or stump. F. Frekoh, Glyda,New Tortu

1

1

T can be cured. There Is no doubt about It. The
Immediate relief afforded by Sanford’sRadicaH
Cube fob Catarrh Is but a slightevidence of wha»
may follow a persistent use of this remedy. The hard,
I

$20

to

/"1ATALOGUR and

“Used trchuirtlw/br
yean."
—ContinentalHotel, Phlla.

A

__

abet $8.00, 70 ftylea. fU.

$12

wasn’t awake to put my arms
Capt. R. H. Young, United States
over him and hug his little head up un- Army, says : ‘Sharp'" riites arr the (text in the
der my chin !”
world and so say hundreds of thousands of
“ It’s too bad— too bad.”
others who have used the ‘ Oi.n Reliable"
Each packagecontains Dr. Banford's Improved InTube, with full directions for use In all cases.
“It’s awful on us all, sir. Father’s during the past twenty-seven years. Send to holing
Price, 11.00. For sale by all wholesale and retail drugSharp
RiHe Co., Bridgeport,Comi., for illus- gists throughout the United States. WEEKS S: POTsitting in a corner, crying like a child ;
TER, General Agents and Wholesale Druggists, Postrated price list, free.
JOSEPH BURNETT & GO., BOSTON,
mother’s weeping and wailing, and the
ton.
children arc smoothing little Tim’s curls
Wonders Never Cease !— We believe
PROPRIETOR!.
and calling on him to wake up ! That’s that Consumptioncan be stopped.This new
why I haven’t brought the apples, sir, principle, Dr. J. H. McLean’s Cough and Lung
and that’s why I won’t be here for two Healing Globules,cure Coughs, Colds or any
Tliroat or Lung disease. Trial boxes 25 cts.,
or three days’ We’ve got to bury leetle
sent by mail. Dr. J. H. McLean’s office, 314
Collins' Voltaic
Tim, we have, and I don’t see how we Chestnut,8t Louis, Mo.
VOCAL.
can ever gather around the stove again
Gemi ol English Song.
World ol Song.
IS THE BEST. ASK FOR
It
is a rare tiling that physicians give
of an evening and he lying in the graveWreath of Gemi.
Gemi ol Scott ah Song.
any countenance to a medicine,the manufacture
CoUins* Voltaic Plaster.
yard! I’m big, sir, but I can’t help of which is a secret. About the only exception
Gemi ol German Song.
Shower ol PeirU.
Collins’Voltaio Plaster.
crying, and father can’t help but cry, and we know of is Johnson* Anodyne Lintment,
Gems ol Sacred Song.
Operatic Pearls.
Collins’Voltaio Plaster.
I wish— I
!”
This, we believe, all indorse, and many of them
Collins’ Voltaio Piaster.
Moore'sIrish Melodies.
Silver Wreath.
Collins’ Voltaio Plaster.
And may the Lord seat little Tim at use it in their practice with great success.
Quite unequaled hooka of Bound Muatc, each with SOU
Collins’Voltaio Plaster.
to 250 pager. Sheet Muaicalte. Heat collectlonaof Songa,
His right liand and give him a crown of
Collins’Voltaio Plaster.
Duets ; Plano or Organ acoompaniant.
Persons requiring purgativesor pills
Collins’Voltaio Plaster.
glory.— Detroit Free Pres*.
should l>e careful what they buy. Some pillx not
INSTRUMENTAL.
sir, that I

7

REVOLVERWestern Guv Wob.ib. Chicago,IB.

LEMON, VANILLA, ROSE,
ALMOND, NECTARINE,CELERY,
ORANGE, PEACH, NUTMEG,

CAN BE CURED.

IT

see

Boston.

Burnett's Extracts

CURABLE?

IS IT

PRKA

Oatalogua and samplB
k 00., lIUNaaaau Ht.. N*w Yu»t

FELTON

Burnett's Extracts

P.Soon.ffh*—»

WEEK.

ft/4 A A

For cooking purposes.

While Dr. H. James was attachedto the Britixh Medical Staff in the East Indies, his high
IHJKitionenabled him to call about him the best
chemists, physicians and scientistsof the day,
and while experimenting with and among the
natives, he accidentally made the discovery that
consumption can be positivelyand permanently
cubed. During the many years of his sojourn
there, he devoted his time to the treatment of
Lung Diseases, and upon his retirementhe left
with us books and papers containing full particulars,showing that every one can be his own
physicianand prepare his own medicine, and
such informationas we have received we now
offer to the public without price, only asking
that each remit a three-cent stamp for postage.
Address CRADDOCK A CO., 1032 Race street,

“

Agenta’Gulde on irt»l s mo«.l0et»

Burnett’s Extracts

Tn “Patmt Ivon”

0

Hawdli Tabli Kmrx.

MANUFACTURE
ACTCBE ALL KINDS OF

fT| 11

TJT

T71

Exclusive
Celluloid
iK known. The Oldeel Manafaoturera In 'America. Original Maker*
,E. t Adware call for - Trade Nark " “ MERIDEN CUTLERY 00." on

UmlmO^hssy.aaihrOhaMKRIDBN

CO.

PRIZE

CUTLKKY CO^f^Cfc

iMMMN
A Very Valuable

The

Work.

Illustrated History of the Centennial

Mortgage Sale.

Exhibition, with a full descriptionof

of InterestExhibited in them. By
James D. McCabe^ auther of “The Centennial History of the United States,”

Etc; Embellished with over 800

fine

engravings of buildingsand scenes

in

the Great Exhibition.

There

universaldemand for a work

a

is

which shall embody

complete and care-

a

fully written account of the great Centennial Exhibition,sketching its wonderful

and varied

and presenting

features,

to

made In the conditions
1^ of a certain indenture of Mortgafe, bearing
date the IBtli day of December, A. I)., 1878, made
and executedby Henry Sameit and Emma Samel t
of the Cltv of Holland. Countv of Ottawa and
Statu of Michigan, parties of the flr?t part, and
William Katte. of the fame place, party of the
eceond part, and recordedIn the office of the Reg
iieer of Deed* In and for the County of Ottawa and
State of Michigan on the 19th day o'f December. A.
D.. 1878. at 1 o’clock p. m., of said day, In Liber
“Y” of Mortgages,on page 432, which said Mortgnge, was on the 4th day of October. A. 1)., 1S7S,
nu'y assigned by William Katte to Charles Storing,
of Holland City. Ottawa County, Michigan, and
said assignment was recorded in the office of the
Register of Deeds, In and for the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, on the 4th day of Oc-

—

at

yy

v

T^EPAULT having been

the Great Buildingsand all the objects

.

the results of

and

skill

The

NationalPublishingCo., have supplied
this

superb volume.

in

from the pen of

It is

the well-known author, James D.

jgfcty

and

McCabe,

of Philadelphia.

The book is a complete and vivid description of the great Exhibition. The
Author ha. written from hU own pcraonal
knowledge, having gone through every

be taken to foreclose said mortgage by virtue of
the power of sale therein Contained,the snm of
$15 as solicitorsor attorneys foe shall be paid by
the party of the first part to the party of the
second pan, and ail the legal costs and charges of
such foreclosure and sale in case any proceedings
shall be taken to foreclose the same, and no suit at
law or In chancery havlngbeon Institutedto recover
said debt or any part thereof; Now therfore,notice
is hereby given that by virtue of the power of sale
containedIn said mortgage and of the statute in
such case made and provided the said mortgage
will be foreclosed by a sale of the mortgaged prem-

sec a well assorted stock

for the Fall and Winter trade, go
at the store of

call

Dry Goods,
' Furnishing Goods,

Gents,

Notions and Trimmings,
Hats & Caps,

Misses Wear.
Full line

Holland, Jan.

1870.

1,

DOESBURG,

J. 0.

Dint in
NO.

Winter trade.

the

for

RIVER STREET,
We

come and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
wish to purchase.
invite the Public to

mm.

w

Paints

and

.a. nsr

t e d

Holland, Mich., November

5, 1875.

Oils

ITY HOTEL,

Trusses,

Building, and are carried successively
through

it,

aud

Howard & McBride,

through every building,

grounds. We
construction and

large and small, in the

are

told the story of the

ar-

rangements of each of these edifices, and

aud wonderful

the rare, beautiful

Paint Brushes.

THE

work

is invaluable to

our people. To

all classes of

those

WatliiBjtoB

who

Str„ -

-

Erani

Haw,

All the leading Patent Medicines in the market.
A full Stock of the very best Perfumery sold in
bottle or by measure.

J. O.

Holland, Mich.,

KILLEAN, Proprietor.

E.

magnificentscenes they

to recall the

have witnessed. To those who could uot

make

journey,the book

the

for it will enable
lights

enjoy the de-

of a thorough acquaintance with

II

There

book

I will

Ycrl;.

CHR0M0S

book

I will

sell cheaper

Photographic Materials.

by subscriptiononly, and We
wanted iu every county. Pub-

ic

Lanterns,

1874.

14,

From and

Micro- Scientific Lantern,

Latest European News.

Stereo Panopticon,
University Stereopticon,
Artopticon,
Advertiser's Stereopticon,

dispatch dated

to

Montenegro.

A

leading editorial of 'The Times con-

tains the

following:

that the crisis

of

the

using sent on application.
Any Bs’.srprhinsman ein znaki socey viih a
Lattern.
tJTCut out this advertisementfor refer-

jgJ

ence.

may be

It

date,

after this

I

trade the necessary attention,

truly said

communi-

if Great Britain and other

m

it is that,

at the coufereuce,

and to urge

it

up-

A Family Knitting Machine

The Paris correspondentof the Times,

of the

speaking
“ There

is

final protocol, says:

—

reason to believe that England

I

Now attracting universal attention by its astonishing performancesand Its great practical value
for every day family uae. It knits every possible
variety of plain or fancy work

With

almost Magical speed,

and that in the and gives perfect shape and finish to all garments.
course of two days a happy solutionmay It will kdt apjdrcfjocks In fifteen minutes I Every
- machine WARRANTED perfect, and to do just
be counted on with some Certainty. If u',iat ^ rfjtresenUd. A complete instruction book
the protocol is signed
Ami the Turkish army
ormv
No. 1 Family Machine, 1 cylinder,72 needle?, $30.
will he immediatelypaid off, even before
No. 3
2 “ 72 & 100“ $40.
will accept the formula,

“

the collective resolution of the powers is
officially notifiedto the

Misb Cora Dickson,

Porte.”

a

young

girl

from South
America. Her life has thus far been a
checkered one. At the age of 15, tired of
the monotony of home, she ran away from
her father’s house with a large bum ot
money. She cut her hair short and donned u boy’s garb. After becoming in guccession a cabin boy, a clerk, aud a borne
dealer, she turned up in Buenos Ayres,
where she entered the army, still disguised.

Addresg.BiCKroBD Knitting Machink Mro. Co.

B.ia-ly

Sole Manufacturers, Br»ttlckcro, Vt.

FHCEITIX:
Planing Mill.
In re-building our new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,

Of

the

Most Approved Patterns;

She distinguishedherself in the service, And we are confident we can
want
and became a colonel. Some months ago,
at a meeting of officers,she quarrelled
Planing,
with one of those present. A duel fol-

satisfy all

On

examining the dead man’s papers, she
who had left home when she was two
age. Horror-stricken, she threw

years of

herself at the bishop’s feet,

who

promised

to intercede with her father.

Therb

is

a

man

in

Tennessee with such

big feet that, if he gets

them

cember, he doesn't have a cold
until February.

wet iu
in his

De-

MINDERHOUT,

Prop’r.

MEAT MARKET
IN THE

—

for

SIXTY DOLLARS

CASH

The undersigned announces to the Public that
they have finished their new Meat-Market, and ar*
m.w ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
ol Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
all those who wish to favor them with part of their
trade.

The stand is one door west of G. J. Haverkat* &
bou's Hardware Store.

„ ,

Holland. July

Work

All

14.

W. BUTKAU.
J-

VAN ZOEREN.

1876.

Warranted.
with

General Blackumithing done
aad dispatch.

Horse Shoeing a

ncatncB-

Walsh’s Cough Candy.

Speciality
J.

FLIEMAN.

The

best

CANDY

^

COUGH

1. 1875.

Can’t be made bv every agent every) f* ft
month In the business we furnish hut

TT f* TT

W V U

WT

XL

in use—

this Stale.

For Sale by the

Q

For

sa,e in New York for
tl>e Past 30 years, but

new in

pound

or ounce.

PLEASANT TO TAKE.
T It Y IT.
N. B.— Dealers sup

plied at wholesale
rales at the

fcw This Lecture should be in th* hands of
every youth and every man in the land.
Sent under seal, In a plain envetope, to any address, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,

F.

A

IDIE&ir

Brugman &

STEAM

KILJST

SPECIALITY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
Or anything la our line, manufactured on abort
notice,

H. W.

Son.'

VERBEEK &
46

Drug Store.

48— 6mo
T3 THE WG2XIHQ CLASS.— We are now prepared
to furnish all elasses with constant employment at
home, the whole of the time, or for their spare
moments. Business new light aud urofltable.
Penons of oil her sex easily earn from 50 cents to
£5 per evening, and a proportional •um by devotHOLLAND, MICH.,
ing their whole time to the business. Bovs and
gins earn nearly as much as men. That all who
Does a general Banking, Exchange, and Colsee this notice may send their address, and test the lection business. Collections made on all points
business we make this unparalleled offer:To such in the United States and Europe. Particular atten
as are not well satisfied we will send one dollar to tion paid to the collections of Banks and Bankers.
pay for the trouble of writing. Full particulars, Remittances made on day of payment. All litisisamples worth several dollars to commence work ness entrusted to me shall have prompt attenon, and a copy of Home and Fireside, one of the tion Interest allowed on time deposits, subject
largestand best Illustrated Publications, all sent to check at sight. Foreign exenangebought
fre*- by mail. Render, if you want permanent, and sold. Tickets to and from all points iu Europe
profitablework, address. Georgk Stinson A Co..
sold a* my office,
Portland, Maine. 10b
N. KENYON.

Nathan Kenyon, Banker

&-17

ti

1875.

WINTER.

41 Abb St, ITew York; Post Office Box. 1530.

Farm

for Sale.

I will sell eighty acres of splendid clay
soil, six miles from this city. Near church
and school house, at a bargain, 30 acres
of this land is partiallyimproved. Also
40 acres of unimproved land in. the Township of Fillmore. Inquire of

42-tf

M. D.

FALL AND

1876.

Millinery, Toys and Fancy Goods.
And

a full line in Ladies’

Furnishing Goods,

HOWARD.

NOTICE!

Suits, Infants’ Misses and Ladies’ Cloaks,

and

Cloaking, Fall and Winter Shawls,

and

I the undersignedhaving become sole proprietor
of the furultnre house, formerly under the firm

all

kinds of Gloves.

name of

M. Reidsema & Son.

Now

A

supply of

lull

offer* his complete stock of Goods co#
fistingof

Oil

all

fall

and winter hats

of th© latest styles.

.

t’o.

Wall Paper,

Window Shades,

&
It

Beautiful Furs, and

—

EDUCED PRICES. Call and

All the goods are marked down, and I hereby
Iclt the good will and patronage of the public.

18,

1876.

large variety

Ornamental Feathers.

Examine. No Trouble to Show Goods.

sol

SIMON KIEDSEMA.
Holland, Mich., Oct.

Fur Cloak trimming, and a

of

Feather Beds,

•“AJ

GREATLY

Elegant Dress Goods, Fine Cloaking and
Shawls we make a specialty.

Cloths,

AND TIM DRYING OF LUMBER
Feathers
Wth SHALL MAKE A

head

City

sealed envelope, only six cents.

Carpets,

found that she had killed her oldest brother,

W.

Furniture,

Or Re-Sawing Done*
WE HAVE

a

colly.

J.
whe

Matchin

lowed, and she killed her adversary.

sell

Maine.

Tfae celebrated author, in this admirable Essay
clearly demonstrates,
from a thirty years’ successful practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-abus* may be radicallycured without the dangerous use of interna! medicine or the application
of the knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once
sim|)le, certain, and effectual,
by means of which
every sufferer,no matter wtiat his conditionmay
be. may cure himself cheaply, privately, and radl

“

A sample machine will be sent to any part of the
United States nr Canada,(where we have no agent),
express charges pre-pild. on receipt of the price.
Agents wanted In every State. Countv, Cltv and
Town, to whom very liberal discounts will be

of 22, made.

arrived in Paris the other day

UNTO.

BEISTID,

This wagon is the best wagon In r.se In this Slate,
and the only slope spoked wagon raunnfac
Hired. It is a better wagon than the Jackson Wagon, and I will sell them just as
cheap, and give a written wariamy
for one year. Wagons of my
|own manufacture I will

SOWlOSUOWEESlM!

liT' Price, in

and will demobilize
her armies. This communicationis now
under the serious considerationof the
in accord with them,

ENGLAND ACCEPTS.

the

vagance.Ac.

on the porte, Russia will be coutent to act

English government.

J.

mm.

---

powers will

up on

ground floor. Livery connect-

—

Holland, September

quantities.

HANBOODi

agree to maintain the settlementinsisted

upon

sets or in large

vaARWERK.

VoMat,c
Jitter

one state to another titan that of which Gen. Ignatieff
and Count SchouvalofFhave been the in-

calion been addressedby

etc.

those willing to work can easily earn a
dozen dollars a day right iu their own loculitie*.
G. J.
Have no room to explain here. Businesspleasant
Holland, Mich., Sept. 10, 1875.
and honorable. Women, and boys and girls do us
well as
We will furnish you a completeOutlit free. The business pays better ilian anything
else. We will bear expense of starting yon: ParMust published,a new edition of ticulars free. Write and see. Farmers and meDr. CalTenrell'iCelebrated Essay on chanics, iheir sons and daughters, and all classes
the radicalcure (without medicine) in need of paying work nt home, should write to us
of Spermatorrcea
or Seminal Weak- and learn all'abont the work at once. Now is the
ness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotency, time. Don’t delay. Address Tkie & Co., Augus5-17
Mental and Physical Incapacity. Impedimentsto ta,
Marriage,etc.: also. Consumption, Epilepsy and
fils, induced by self-indulgence or sexual extra-

B1CKF0M)

arrived. Never duting any phase of the

lermediaries.The substanceof

who buy

fitted

ed with the Hotel.

Light & Heavy Wagons.

SOUTH

intend to devote to this line of

those

room has been

FIRST WARD.

Rockingham and Yellow
Ware in large supplies.

eastern question has

question lias a more important

Floor.

tor the convenience of Commercial

MANUFACTURER OF

46 2-h

for

THE CRISIS AT RAND.

on First

Also sole Agent for the

and will keep on hand a comConstantinople,Sunday, says placards
SCHOOL LANTERN, FAMILY LANTERN, plete stock of White Granite
have been posted iu Stamboul, calling on
PEOPLE S LANTERN.
the porte to make war against Russia and Each style being the best of its class in the market. and C. C. Ware.
threatening the ministers if they make
Oa’alognes of Lantern and Slides with directions
A liberal deduction to
auy further concessions

4^-ly

FLIEMAU,

J.

SLEIGHS TRUCKS

CROCKERY!

Mag-

Stereopticons and
Being Manufacturersof the

A

187(i.

Holland, Dec. 2,

JACOB KUITE.
Holland.Feb.

are the Headquarters for every thing in the
way ol

Philadelphia and Chicago.

London, March 14.—

Office

than any

superbly illustrated. The

lished by the National Publishing Co., of

elegant furniture.

Harrington, Jr.
John Vaupell.

one in this City.

is sold

agents are

ma’c tWe U““"

The Rooms are spacious and
well furnished with new and

Top or Open Buggies

paid for Hides.

tained in Ibis work. It is comprised iu
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Market,

pay the highest market

& Views,

Akas, »ra;tiosmaBi SaMeVim,

gives one-fourth of the information con-

874 pages, and

rei>pect.
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The Highest market prices

& FRAMES,

iu print which

one large and handsome octavo volume of

GIVE USX TRIAL,

prices for all meats.

Opp. MetropolitanHotel.
Manufacturers, Imjtorlers and Dealers in

Stereoscopes

not another
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GOOD TURNOUTS GUARANTEED.

POESBURG.

Jacob Kuite.

M.TJTflfM,

591 (Brcddicwj, J5e:v

the World’s Fair iu the quietude of their

own homes.

The Proprietorannouncesto the Pubic that n*

Fine hordes and beautiful carriages,cutters, and
all kinds of vehicles can always be obtained at our

Agents a large and well lighted sample

is a necessity,

them to

3VCICRC.

TEAMING DONE ON SHORT NOTICE.

H Meat

souvenir of their visit, and will enable
them

AND,

ILL

July 29. 1878.

First-Class Accom modations,

visitedthe Exhibitionit will be a pleasing
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StaMt,

stable at reasonable rate*.
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collec-
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littij,

BARX WEST OF CITY HOTEL.

AtCys. for Assignee,

tions which they containedare graphically

described. This

Chamois Skins,
Counter, Cloth,
Hair and

Main Dated: Hou.and. Mich., December 28 A. D. 1876.
CHARLES STORING. Attiqnte of Mortgage.

.

Everything in the line of Produce will be receive and at
the highest market prices.

Medicines,

He

Flour & Feed,
Provisions etc

stoneware,

EIGHTH STREET.

70,

Intere.-t. said

Groceries,

Crockery,

Youth and

Drugs,

arc then taken into the

I3ST

Clothing,

attorney fiv and costs mid expenses
of advertising and niile allowed by law, at public
part of the great World’s Fair, note-book auction or vendue to the highest bidder on the
Third (3) day of April. .1. 1). 1877, at one o’clock
in hand, recording the vast and varied inin the afternoon of said day at the front door of
the Court House, In the City of Grand Haven in
formation contained in this work.
snid county, that being the place for holding the
lias received the constant and sympathetic Circuit Court for said county. The said mortgaged
Arc sold as cheap at this Drug Store as at any
premises to bo sold are described as follows, viz:
assistance of the Centennial authorities, all that certain piece or parcel of land, situate in
other. Medicineswarrantedto be strictly pure.
and has enjoyed peculiar advantages in its the City of Holland, In tne County of Ottawa and
State of Michigan, to-wlt:the cast half of lot
preparation. The Author takes us through numbered four (4) in block numbered twenty nine
(29) according to the plat of said city, of record as
the Exhibition grounds, and makes us of
the Village of Holland in Die Rrgisters Officeof
Ottawa
County,State of Michigan.
familiar with every object of interest in

them. We
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human
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HEROLD, DUURSEMA

E.

In Liber “4” of Mortgages,on page 281. And
of the articles ex- whereas there is now due and unpaid at this date,
hibited, but a brilliant and graphic des- on said Mortgage the sum of f 1S.V45 for principal
and interest,and whereas the said mortage concription of the most magnificentdisplay of tains a condition that when any proceedingsshall
the reader not a dry

\tnMnrtn.-
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